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Abstract
Basement and cover rocks in the Sierra Del Carmen Mountains in eastern Big Bend
National Park were affected by multiple tectonic events. The Big Bend/Trans-Pecos area
experienced shearing during Precambrian formation of the Texas Lineament, compression during
the Paleozoic Ouachita-Marathon Orogeny and the Cretaceous-early Tertiary Laramide Orogeny,
Tertiary volcanism, and Basin and Range extension.
The study area is in Big Bend National Park on the western slopes of the Sierra Del
Carmen range at Ernst Tinaja, an erosional pothole in the Cretaceous Buda Limestone. The
pothole is in a narrow slot canyon that also features intense folds in thin, flaggy strata of the
overlying Boquillas Formation. The complex geology of the Sierra Del Carmen region has been
regionally mapped but is lacking in published detailed geologic maps, making this an interesting
location for geologic reinvestigation focused on the structural geology of the area.
This study presents field data for numerous structures in the study area including folds,
normal and thrust faults and a previously unmapped, large dextral strike-slip fault, with
associated negative flower structure. Theories for the mechanisms and kinematics of deformation
are discussed and a model is presented for the overall tectonic history of the area based on field
evidence. Orientations of faults, folds, slickenlines, chatter marks, and fault-juxtapositions of
formations were measured. Normal fault mean trends were found to be N16°W, 63°SW and NE,
thrust faults mean trends were found to have a mean trend of N19°W, 45°SW. Strike-slip faults
mean trends in the study area are N9°W, 70°SW and NE.
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Fold axial planes in the study area have a mean strike and dip of N13°W, 71°NE and SW, and
bedding in the study area is consistent and trends N25°W, 24°SW.
Prominent horizontal slickenlines support the interpretation of strike-slip fault in the N-S
trending portion of Ernst Canyon. Three interpretations of the structural evolution of the study
area were developed. The first interpretation is that right-lateral movement indicators in the N-S
trending canyon were created by dextral strike-slip movement associated with the Basin and
Range. This movement reactivated Laramide sinistral strike-slip fault. The second interpretation
states the N-S canyon is part of a relay ramp, connecting two en-echelon Basin and Range normal
faults. The third interpretation is a combination of the first and second interpretations, and
theories that a sinistral strike-slip fault was created during the Laramide Orogeny, Basin and
Range normal faults and relay ramps developed next and a late pulse of strike-slip movement
during the Basin and Range reactivated the Laramide sinistral strike-slip fault, but with a dextral
shear sense.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Big Bend National Park (fig. 1) is in the southwest corner of Texas and has been
studied by geologists for decades. The rocks in the Big Bend region have undergone
multiple deformation and magmatic episodes throughout geologic history. Various
locations in the park show effects of the Ouachita-Marathon and Laramide orogenies,
Tertiary volcanism and Basin and Range extension (Page, 2008; Muehlberger, 1989;
Shepard, 1982). The Geologic Atlas of Texas series includes a large-scale map of the
area, but lacks detail for most of the park. The 1968 guide-book by Maxwell, “The Big
Bend of the Rio Grande” and a more recent publication by the USGS (2011), include
geologic maps of Big Bend, but the scale of the maps are less detailed than what this
study has produced. Greater detail allows for accurate mapping of a study area and ability
to identify smaller structures not identified on regional maps.
The USGS (2011) (Turner, 2011) regional geologic map of Big Bend at a scale of
1:75,000, which help update the Maxwell era map. Moustafa (1988) produced a geologic
map with the Bureau of Economic Geology of the Sierra del Carmen Mountains in
eastern Big Bend at a 1:48,000 scale. The present study is on the western edges of the
Sierra del Carmens in the Roys Peak quadrangle. Moustafa’s maps and writings have
acted as a best proxy for
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Figure 1. Map of Big Bend National Park highlighting major geographic features, Study area
is located at Ernst Tinaja in the eastern region of the park (USGS, 2016).

this study, as his map appears to be the most detailed and accurate for this region. His
discussions of the structural geology of the Sierra del Carmen Mountains has been
particularly useful for this study.
The most recent maps in the area were produced in 2011 for the Bureau of
Economic Geology by R.W. Cooper and others, who mapped Cretaceous and Tertiary
rocks in the eastern portion of Big Bend including parts of the Roys Peak quadrangle
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(fig. 2). These maps were at 1:24,000 scale, but the eastern edge of the Roys Peak
quadrangle (where the study is located) was not mapped in detail.

Figure 2). Quadrangle map showing the location of the Roys Peak
Quadrangle and the study area in the southeastern part of the
quadrangle (ArcGIS, 2017).
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Ernst Tinaja canyon (fig. 3) is in Big Bend National Park approximately 8 miles
north of Rio Grande Village visitor center along Old Ore Road in the southeast corner of
the Roys Peak Quadrangle. Ernst Tinaja is a narrow slot canyon with outcrops of highly
folded and locally faulted Cretaceous strata. This location is named after a large
(approximately 20 ft. diameter), (15-20 ft.) deep, erosional pothole in the Buda

~north-south
trending canyon

Figure 3. Outline of the study area in eastern Big Bend National Park. Black lines
representing the boundaries of the study area. The black lines show the east and west
trending canyon and the north to south trending canyon (USA Topo Maps, National
Geographic Society).
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Limestone at the contact between the Buda and overlying Boquillas Formation in the
Ernst Canyon. The study area in Figure 3 is approximately 3 square miles.
“Tinaja” is Spanish for earthenware jar. This large round pothole usually has
some amount of water in it most of the year. In the early 1900’s it supplied water to a
short-lived community established near the mouth of the canyon. Then, as now, access to
water was critical in the desert environment. An entrepreneur Max Ernst, opened a
general store in the little community and the Tinaja now bears his name.
There are no detailed, recent studies of the structural elements and evolution of
this particular locality, necessitating the need for new geologic investigation. This study
was initially focused on describing, classifying and determining the origin and
chronology of the folds at Ernst Tinaja. During detailed field mapping, a large strike-slip
fault was also identified, which was not mapped by previous researchers.
The discovery of the strike-slip fault redirected the original objectives of the study
to focus on describing and detailing the structural evolution of the Ernst Tinaja Canyon
and various aspects of strike-slip faulting, allowing for a wider scope of analysis of this
area. A number of the structural features may be a result of multiple orogenic events
which have shaped western Texas and much of the western United States. This study
discusses the tectonic history of Ernst Tinaja Canyon and the surrounding region, major
structural features and trends, and investigate how the geology at Ernst Tinaja fits into the
geologic and structural history of the eastern Big Bend region.
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Chapter 2
Objectives
The main objectives of this study were to map and examine structures in the study
area, determine the origin and chronology of prominent folds in the Boquillas Formation
at Ernst Tinaja, describe the faulting in the study area, gain insights into the timings of
certain structures within the study area. Lastly, this study hopes to determine how the
study area fits into the larger regional geology of the Sierra Del Carmens and its
extensive deformational history.
Previously unreported strike-slip faulting was found in this area as a result of
detailed field mapping. This strike-slip fault system was found in a north-south trending
segment of Ernst Canyon. This study describes the kinematics and timing of folding and
faulting within this region.
Further, this study has the objective to gain insights into the mechanics of
releasing/restricting bends within strike-slip fault system. This area is an excellent
location to gain insights into how these structures are formed on a small scale with great
detail, as the deeper regions of the canyon follow the fault plane of the strike-slip fault
that was identified within the study area, allowing for a unique view of strike-slip faults
as well as releasing/restricting bends
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Chapter 3
Methods
This study was conducted in the southeastern quadrant of the USGS Roys Peak
7.5 minute quadrangle. Copies of the Roys Peak and surrounding quadrangles were
acquired using the USGS Map Locator and Downloader application on usgs.gov.
Topographic field maps of the study area were created using ESRI’s ArcGIS software.
Field topographic maps were created using a topographic base map of the United States
compared with maps acquired from the USGS. Topographic maps were created of the
area at differing scales including, 1:100,000, 1:24,000, 1:12,000 and 1:6,000, with the
smallest scales used for detailed geologic field mapping.
Field work was completed during four field sessions in January, August, and
November 2016, and January, 2017.
During field work, determination of location was accomplished using multiple
techniques and devices. The principle method was by using topographic maps of the area.
Geologic field mapping was done on topographic maps. A Garmin Rino handheld Global
Positioning System (GPS) with a position accuracy of 9 feet was used for taking
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GPS locating readings for field stations. Locations were further confirmed using a cell
phone app TopoMap.
A Brunton Compass was the principle instrument for taking field measurements
such as strike and dip of bedding, measuring orientations of slickenlines/slickensides,
measuring fault planes and fold axial planes and various other structural data. Along with
geologic mapping, various samples were collected for study of the units within the study
area.
After the conclusion of field mapping, digital geologic maps were created to
constrain and describe the geology focusing on the structural aspects of the study area.
Maps were created in both ArcGIS, and Inkscape, a free and open source vector graphics
editing software. Two field station location maps were created with fig. 4 composed of
field stations during early field session and fig. 5 shows field stations from later field
session with the aid of a GPS program called Topo Maps. The earlier expeditions were
mainly focused in Ernst Tinaja Canyon and later expeditions ventured further north along
Cuesta Carlota. Field locations and data collected are shown in Appendix A.
Field data such as strike and dip, bearing and plunge of folds, slickensides, and
fault plane data were analyzed and plotted on a stereonet program (Stereonet 9), created
by Richard W. Allmendinger at Cornell University. This program aided in the plotting of
the data taken in the study area, and aided in the interpretation of fault/fold orientations of
structures. A Trishear modeling program, FaultFoldForward, also created by Richard W.
Allmendinger, was used to model fault propagation folds in the study area in order to
understand the kinematics and mechanism of their origin and evolution. Variables such as
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fault ramp angle, propagation to slip, total slip, trishear zone angle, bed thickness, and
back limb kinematics can all be changed to produce different types of trishear
deformational features. This program does not model unit ductility or competency, but
the results are useful for interpretation of fault propagation folds in the study area.

Figure 4. Location map of earlier field expeditions. Notice most of the stops from
these expeditions are located in the canyon.These locations are described in
Appendix A (USA Topo Maps, National Geographic Society).
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Figure 5. Map showing locations of field stops while recording GPS location during
field work. These locations are described in Appendix A (USA Topo Maps, National
Geographic Society).
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Chapter 4
Stratigraphy

Big Bend National Park (BBNP) has numerous outcrops that have helped define
the Cretaceous stratigraphic section (figs. 6 and fig. 7) in the Trans-Pecos region. There
are major outcrops of Cretaceous strata in the Sierra Del Carmen Mountains, Boquillas
Canyon and Santa Elena Canyon in Big Bend. Cenozoic rocks are also common within
the park as fluvial and volcanic rocks produced before and during the Tertiary volcanism.
There are minor exposures of Paleozoic rock in Big Bend, mostly seen in the Persimmon
Gap area near the northeastern entrance the Park. Paleozoic rocks are widely exposed in
the Marathon Basin about 50 miles to the north and within the Solitario structure in Big
Bend State Park. There are no exposures of Precambrian rocks in Big Bend. Precambrian
outcrops in west and central Texas can be found in the Van Horn region, the Franklin
Mountains near El Paso and the Llano Uplift of Central Texas.

Paleozoic Stratigraphy
The Paleozoic stratigraphy in Big Bend is largely in the subsurface and exposed at
Persimmon Gap, the north entrance to Big Bend National Park. The Paleozoic
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Figure 6. Stratigraphic column of formations in Big Bend National Park
(Page, 2006).

stratigraphy includes the Maravillas Formation, Caballos Formation, and the Tesnus
Formation (fig. 6). There are no outcrops of Paleozoic strata in the study area at Ernst
Tinaja. A detailed account of Paleozoic stratigraphy can be found in (McBride, 1969;
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McBride, 1970; Corry, 1990; Tauvers, 1989; Folk, 1976; McGlasson, 1967; Johnson,
1962; Fan, 1956; Flores, 1977).

Mesozoic
Mesozoic rocks are particularly important in this study as most the study area is
dominated by Cretaceous aged rocks and they are the rocks into which Ernst Canyon was
carved. These rocks are mostly all marine sediments, dominated by thick bedded
limestones and minor shale units.

Glen Rose Formation
Above the Paleozoic Tesnus Formation is a major unconformity in west Texas
with missing Triassic- and Jurassic- aged rocks (Tauvers, 1989). The lowest Cretaceous
formation deposited on the unconformity is the Glen Rose Formation (fig. 6), part of the
Comanchean stage (fig. 6). This formation contains a basal pebble-cobble conglomerate
often stained reddish-brown, that grades upwards into sandstone and shale beds before
being dominated by limestone beds. The Limestone beds are massively bedded and
interbedded with thinly-bedded marl. The Glen Rose Formation is fossiliferous and often
displays beds of coquina. The Glen Rose Formation is a major ridge former with a
thickness approximately 350-500 feet (Corry, 1990; Tauvers, 1989; Cobb, 1980). This
formation is not present within the study area.
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Maxon & Telephone Canyon Formations
Above the Glen Rose Formation is the Maxon Formation, also deposited during
the Comanchean stage. The lithology is largely sandstone with minor limestone units.
The sandstone is fine-grained, calcareous, and is massive to bedded, with minor
limestone beds with a thickness of approximately 100 feet (McBride, 1987; Cobb, 1980).
Above the Maxon Formation is the Telephone Canyon Formation, part of the
Comanchean stage during the Cretaceous (Cobb, 1980). This formation is composed of
interlayered 3-feet-thick layers of gray fossiliferous limestone and gray marl limestone,
and weathers yellow to reddish-brown. The Telephone Canyon Formation is a slope
former in the Sierra Del Carmen area and often forms valleys between the competent
older Glen Rose Formation and the younger Del Carmen Formation (Corry, 1990). These
two formations are also not exposed on the surface but should be expected in the
subsurface.

Del Carmen Formation
The Del Carmen Formation or Del Carmen Limestone, first named by Maxwell
(1967) from a cliff outcrop in the Sierra Del Carmen Mountains, east of the study area at
Ernst Tinaja (Corry, 1990). The Del Carmen Formation is composed of massive, gray
limestone with layers of chert nodules and contains many fossil fragments. This
formation is a prominent cliff former, weathers brown and is approximately 500 feet
thick (Corry, 1990; Cobb, 1980). This formation is not present in the study area.
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Figure 7. Stratigraphic column of Cretaceous and Tertiary/
Quaternary rocks in Big Bend National Park, illustrating the
lithology of the Formations. (Modified from Cobb, 1980).
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Sue Peaks Formation
The Sue Peaks Formation was deposited on the Del Carmen Limestone and
belongs to the Comanchean stage of the Cretaceous. This formation contains weathered,
yellow marl, and is mostly composed of micrite and biomicrite, with scarce exposures of
a calcareous, clayey siltstone, and is interpreted to have been deposited near the
continental shelf (Corry, 1990; John, 1966). The Sue Peaks Formation often is expressed
in the landscape by a light colored slope former, clear of vegetation, and abrupt contacts
between the underlying and overlying Del Carmen Limestone and Santa Elena Limestone
(John, 1966). This unit is not exposed in the study area.

Santa Elena Formation
The Santa Elena Limestone marks the upper-most Comanchean stage formation
recognized in the area. The Santa Elena lies above the Sue Peaks Formation, and is
composed of massive, fine-grained limestone with many interbedded chert and
calcareous sandstone layers, and a thickness ranging from 655 feet to 800 feet (Smart,
2010; Corry, 1990).
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The Santa Elena Formation is classified as a mudstone to wackestone as
alternating units in the formation contain abundant fossils (fig. 8) that are mud-supported
to units of entirely micrite. This formation is interpreted to have been deposited in a
carbonate shelf environment (Turner, 2011). This formation is a cliff former and is also

Figure 8. Picture of the upper surface of the Santa Elena Formation. Note the crescentshaped rudists that are very prevalent in this part of the Santa Elena within the Ernst
Tinaja Canyon. Location E98.

known to display flatirons in other locations in the Trans-Pecos region as well as in the
study area along Cuesta Carlota (Corry, 1990).
This is the oldest formation cropping out in the study area and is the host rock for
the strike-slip canyon that is part of the focus of this study. In the study area, the Santa
Elena Formation is similar in appearance to the overlying Buda Formation, but is easily
distinguished from the Buda because the Santa Elena Formation has an upper unit with
abundant, distinctive, large, rust-colored, crescent-shaped rudists. Gastropods,
foraminifera, nodules and layers of chert are also found in the Santa Elena, but are not as
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abundant within the Buda Formation. The upper rudist layer was critical to find during
field mapping due to the similarity in appearance of the Santa Elena Formation and the
Buda Formations.

Del Rio Clay
The thin Del Rio Clay lies unconformably atop the Santa Elena Limestone
(Smart, 2010; Corry, 1990; Cobb, 1980). The Del Rio Clay is the lowest formation in the
Gulfian stage of the Cretaceous in this region. In the study area, this unit is very thin to
missing. Exposures of this formation are often concealed and expressed in topography as
a small, low relief slope between the two competent cliff-formers of the Santa Elena
limestone and the Buda Limestone (Corry, 1990). The Del Rio Formation is mostly
composed of a calcareous shale with minor amounts of thin, fine-grained limestone and
thin beds of sandstone and siltstone, with a max thickness in west Texas of 111 feet
(Smart, 2010; Corry, 1990).
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This formation thickness changes from the northern regions of the Sierra Del
Carmen Mountains where it is thickest, to being less than 3 feet to missing in the
southern Sierra Del Carmen Mountains as seen in the study area. This formation is very
obscure in the study area and often is missing between the Buda and Santa Elena
Formations (fig. 9). The absence of this formation maybe due to a possible time of nondeposition and/or post-depositional erosion (Turner, 2011; Maxwell, 1967).

Kbu
3 ft.

Kse

Figure 9. Picture of the contact in the Ernst Tinaja Canyon with the Del Rio Clay
missing between the Buda (Kbu) and Santa Elena (Kse) Formations. Location E98.
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A distinct feature of the Del Rio Formation in the study area is extensive
liesegange banding (fig. 10 and fig. 11). This red and light brown to yellow banded rock
has either replaced or altered the Del Rio Clay, or is possibly an upper member of the
Santa Elena Formation or a lower member of the Buda Formation that was susceptible to
liesegange banding alteration. Within this study area, the presence of the banding was
also used as an indicator for distinguishing the transition from the Santa Elena to the
Buda Formations. Liesegange banding is a secondary diagenetic feature that may be a
recent “replacement” or alteration/ staining, possibly related to the Tertiary volcanics
which occurred in this region with hydrothermal iron-rich fluids flowing through the
formation (Lock, 2013).

Figure 10. Picture of clayey and silty nodules in the liesegange banding of
the Del Rio Formation within Ernst Tinaja Canyon. Location E98.
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Figure 11. Picture of liesegange banding rings in the Del Rio
Formation along the north cliff of the Ernst Tinaja Canyon.
Location E97.
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Buda Formation
The Buda Limestone rests conformably (Cobb, 1980) upon the Del Rio Clay and
is unconformably overlain by the Boquillas Formation (Moustafa, 1988). The Buda
Limestone is the upper-most unit of the Gulfian stage of the Cretaceous and is composed
of alternating layers of competent, fine-grained limestone and weak, calcareous shale
(Smart, 2010). This unit can be divided into four units based on composition and the
strength of the rock. The lowest section of the Buda Limestone is a 20-foot-thick
competent unit of thick limestone beds, followed by a 33-foot-thick less competent unit
made of calcareous shale. The incompetent unit is overlain by a 10-foot-thick competent,
fine-grained limestone layer, which is subsequently overlain by an upper, weak
incompetent layer of calcareous shale (Smart, 2010).
Within the study area, the units described above are not easily identifiable, as the
Buda appears “brecciated” and is largely continuous in terms of lithology in the study
area. The Buda can be described as a light gray to white mudstone, with few fossils in the
study area.
Many species of fossils have been identified in the Buda Limestone in other areas
of Buda outcrop such as cephalopods, corals, echinoderms, gastropods, and bivalves, but
it is mostly micritic in the study area (Corry, 1990). The Buda limestone is a cliff former,
forming ledges above the easily eroded Del Rio Clay (John, 1966). This formation also
lies below the folded Boquillas strata in Ernst Tinaja. In the study area, the Buda
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weathers into conical tower shapes near the edges of the canyon. In the base of the
canyon, where the Buda has been most recently exposed by intermittent stream flow, it is
light gray to white in color.

Boquillas Formation
The Boquillas Formation lies unconformably upon the Buda Limestone (Corry,
1990; Moustafa, 1988). The Boquillas Formation is of importance in this study because
the folds in Ernst Tinaja are localized in the Boquillas Formation. This formation consists
of interbedded, flaggy, thin, fine-grained limestone and calcareous shale, often with wavy
bedding, has several thin volcanic ash beds, and is approximately 450 feet thick within
the study area (Smart, 2010; Lock, 2006; Corry, 1990; Moustafa, 1988).
The Boquillas Formation can be seen throughout west Texas with many outcrops
exposed along U.S Highway 90. It is the age equivalent of the Eagle Ford Formation, and
a complete section of the Boquillas can be found in Lozier Canyon, approximately 15
miles west of Langtry, Texas (Lock, 2006). The Boquillas is separated into two members
in the Big Bend region. The Ernst Member which is the lowest member, and the upper
San Vicente member (Lock, 2006; Corry, 1990; Stevens, 1986; John, 1966). The San
Vicente Member is correlated with the Austin Chalk Formation, while the Ernst Member
correlates with the Eagle Ford Formation (Lock, 2006; Stevens, 1986; John, 1966). The
Inoceramus undulatoplicatus layer which contains giant oysters, is an informal divider
between these two members and is within the San Vincente Member.
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The San Vicente Member typically displays thicker bedding and fewer
interbedded shale layers than the Ernst Member (Stevens, 1968; John, 1966). The
underlying Ernst Member has thinner beds of limestone about 6 inches thick alternating
with even thinner layers of shale and minor volcanic ash beds, giving it a flaggy
appearance.
It has been noted that local basal beds in the Boquillas Formation show folds
which have been described as “slumps and slide” by Maxwell (1967), as well as lowamplitude crumpling, possibly a result from differential compaction (Lock, 2006; Stevens
and Stevens,1989).
Within the study area, the weak and shaley Boquillas is a slope former compared
to the cliff-forming Buda and Santa Elena Limestones. In some places, the lower member
of the Boquillas is strongly deformed with numerous folds and faults and has a small
amount of liesegange banding in some beds (fig. 12). The banding in the Boquillas is not
nearly as intense as the banding seen in the Del Rio, and resembles staining rather than
replacement or strong impregnation of iron banding. The Tinaja (fig. 13), which the area
was named after, also has eroded through the Boquillas and the Buda Formations.
The Boquillas Formation was deposited during the Cenomanian and the Turonian,
during a second order transgression on the Texas Shelf. This formation represents a
maximum flooding surface associated with the sea level rise of the transgression and
associated global anoxia (Frebourg, 2016).
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Figure 12. Picture of thin limestone and marl in the Boquillas Formation.
Notice the subtle banding to the left of the scale. Banding is interpreted to be
slight liesegange banding on the south wall of the Ernst Tinaja Canyon.
Location E44.
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Kbu

Kbo

Figure 13. Ernst Tinaja filled with rain water during the rainy season in
Big Bend. The Tinaja pothole is eroded into the upper Buda Limestone.
Note the contact between the thin, flaggy beds of the Boquillas (Kbo) and
the underlying, whitish, thick bedded Buda limestone (Kbu). Location E14.

During Cretaceous deposition of the Boquillas Formation, an extensive carbonate
platform developed, with deposition of the Comanche series. The overlying clastic-prone
strata is called the Gulfian Series (Gardner, 2013). Near the margins of the platform in
South and West Texas, the reef builds up and is termed the Stuart City and Santa Elena
trends. This reef is influenced by the physiography of the overlying Boquillas (Eagle
Ford) succession.
The Boquillas was deposited over a large area and is identified in many parts of
Texas. The Boquillas Formation is also called the Eagle Ford and Austin Chalk is found
near Dallas, Waco, and Austin and near San Antonio and outcrops extensively in central
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Texas. This formation also stretches southwest and outcrops extensively in West Texas,
Big Bend National Park and into Chihuahua, Mexico (Lock, 2006). The type area of the
Boquillas/Eagle Ford Formation is near Dallas where it has a thickness of approximately
475 feet. It is 200 feet thick near Waco and is at its thinnest near Austin (approximately
30-45 feet). In West Texas, along U.S. Highway 90 west of the town of Del Rio, the
Boquillas is less than 200 feet thick. However, it is very thick in Big Bend National Park
(approximately 450 feet thick).
During Turonian times, regional paleogeography was dominated by the
Chihuahua Trough, Coahuila Platform, the Rio Grande Embayment, as well as the San
Marcos Arch. In Big Bend, characteristics of the Boquillas Formation indicate slightly
shallower water environment compared to other locations in West Texas (such as Lozier
Canyon which has a complete section of the Boquillas Formation). The shallower water
interpretation suggests that the location of the Coahuila Platform, and the thickening of
the Boquillas Formation in the Big Bend area may represent a thickening towards the
margin of the Chihuahua Trough.

Pen-Aguja-Javelina Formations
Above the Boquillas Formation lies the Pen Formation that is composed of
limestone beds near its base, and increases in gray shales that weather to yellow near the
middle and top of the Pen Formation. The Pen Formation also contains disk shaped
calcareous concretions and has a thickness of 220-700 feet (Tauvers, 1989; Stevens,
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1986). The Pen Formation may also correlate to the Dessau Formation which is in the
upper part of the Austin Chalk Group (Stevens, 1986).
Above the Pen Formation unconformably lies the Aguja Formation. The Aguja
consists of a basal, medium-to coarse-grained, cross-bedded sandstone and shale bed
topped by limestone layers, then dominated by shales and sparse layers of limestone and
sandstone beds; this formation has a thickness of 763-1171 feet thick (Stevens, 1986).
The Javelina Formation lies above the Aguja Formation, and consists largely of
shales and siltstones with few sandstone layers near the base (Stevens, 1989). The Pen,
Aguja, and Javelina formations are not within the study area having been eroded during
the last few million years.

Cenozoic
The formations deposited during the Cenozoic in the Big Bend region are named,
from oldest to youngest, the Black Peaks Formation which is Cretaceous to Paleocene in
age, the Hannold Hill Formation, the Canoe Formation, the Chisos Formation, and the
South Rim Formation (Stevens, 1986). The Black Peaks Formations, and Hannold Hill
Formation and basal layer of the Canoe Formation were largely deposited in a fluvial
environments. As Cenozoic volcanism became wide-spread, much of the deposition was
of material derived from the Chisos and South Rim formations which are volcanogenic
sediments and lava flows.
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Tertiary Volcanism
The volcanic stratigraphy in Big Bend, contains the Chisos Formation composed
of the Alamo Creek Member made of basalt flow roughly 47-34.5 Ma, the Ash Spring
Member composed of basalt and approximately 34.5 Ma, Goat Mountain Member, Bee
Mountain Member, that consist of basalt 34-30 Ma, the Mule Ear Spring Member
composed of tuff 33 Ma, and the Tule Mountain Member composed of trachyandesite 32
Ma, (Miggins, 2008 White, 2006; Stevens, 1986). Each member in the Chisos Formation
is separated by tuff- bearing sedimentary rock from the Chisos Formation (Miggins,
2008; White, 2006).
The South Rim Formation above the Chisos Formation, is composed of the Pine
Canyon Rhyolite Member, which was named the Brown Rhyolite by Maxwell, (1967),
which represents an ignimbrite that formed the Piney Canyon Caldera (White, 2006). The
Boot Rock Member was named as the Wasp Spring Flow Breccia Member and the Lost
Mine Rhyolite Member by Maxwell (1967) that consists of layers of quartz trachyte to
rhyolite lavas, ignimbrites, and maar surge deposits (White, 2006; Stevens, 1986). The
third member of the South Rim Formation is the Emory Peak Rhyolite Member which
was named the Burro Mesa Member by Maxwell (1967), and is composed of quartz
bearing rhyolite welded to ash flow tuffs (White, 2006; Stevens, 1986).
The youngest volcanic formation in the Big Bend region is the Burro Mesa
Formation, which has been separated into the Wasp Springs Tuff Member, and the
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Burrow Mesa Rhyolite Member (Miggins, 2008; White, 2006). The lower Burrow Mesa
Member consists of aphyric comendite lava and ash-flow tuffs, while the Upper Burrow
Mesa Member consists of mugearite lave flows (White, 2006). These formations are not
present within the study area but can be related to the possible influences of the
volcanism and the liesegange banding seen in the study area.
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Chapter 5
Regional Geology/Geologic History

The southwestern United States has been affected by many orogenic events
during the geologic history of Laurentia. This region has been the subject of much
research with the intention of unraveling its tectonic background and how it relates to the
rest of North America. The region has also been explored for oil and gas and economic
ore minerals. The Big Bend region has been described as “where the Appalachians meets
the Rockies” because it is at the terminus of the Ouachita and Rocky Mountain trends.
The area has undergone multiple episodes of deformation, including rifting, mountain
building, basin development and volcanism and plutonism, with the earliest events
originating during the Precambrian (Berry, 2008; Corry, 1990; Muehlberger, 1984,). This
chapter will discuss the tectonic history of this region.

Precambrian History
The North American craton grew by a series of accretional events during the

Precambrian (fig.14). In the southwest, two important events were the Yavapai and
Mazatzal orogenies from 1.8 to 1.6 Ga (Magnani, 2004; Bickford, 2000; Shaw, 1999;
Soegaard, 1993). Both the Yavapai and Mazatzal provinces have been interpreted to be
juvenile crustal material and collisional arcs which were accreted to the southward
margin of Laurentia (Amato, 2008; Magnani, 2004; Bickford, 2000; Shaw, 1999). The
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Yavapai Province, a major northeast trending province was accreted prior to the Mazatzal
Province (Jones III, 2009; Whitmeyer, 2007; Bickford, 2000).
The Yavapai Province extends from Arizona, near Colorado northeast into North
America’s mid continents subsurface (Whitmeyer, 2007).This province is composed of
amphibolite grade volcanic rocks and volcanogenic sediments and was accreted to the
Wyoming craton approximately 1.8-1.70 Ga (Magnani, 2004; Bickford, 2000; Shaw,
1999; Soegaard, 1993).The Yavapai terrain was accreted and deformed in multiple stages
during this long orogenic event, and produced a large suite of metamorphic rocks such as
granite-greenstone, metabasalt, metaandesite, and metarhyolite, as well as volcanogenic
metasedimentary rocks (Whitmeyer, 2007).
The Mazatzal Orogeny followed the Yavapai Orogeny and was active from 1.701.60 Ga (Jones III, 2009; Amato, 2008; Whitmeyer, 2008). The Maztzal Orogeny ranges
from the southwest regions of the United States and extends through correlative rocks of
the northern mid-continent region to the Labradorian Orogeny in the Canadian Maritime
Province (Whitmeyer, 2007). The Mazatzal Province was created during the Mazatzal
Orogeny 1.68-1.60 Ga, and formed by the accretion of volcanic arcs on the margin of the
North American continent as well as back-arc supracrustal successions (Whitmeyer,
2007). The Mazatzal Province rocks include 1.68-1.65 Ga volcanogenic greenstone and
1.67-1.66 Ga basalt, andesite, tuff, rhyolite, and metarhyolite (Whitmeyer, 2007).
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The Yavapai and Mazatzal provinces can be divided into three terranes, (1) the
Yavapai Province which accreted to Laurentia 1.8 Ga, (2) the Mojave that was accreted
to the Yavapai Province, about 1.7 Ga during the Ivanpah Orogeny, and (3) the Mazatzal
Province which formed during the Mazatzal Orogeny 1.65 Ga, when the Mazatzal
Province collided with the Yavapai Province in a northwest convergence direction

Figure 14. Simplified geologic map of Precambrian tectonic provinces and ages of
North America (Goodge and Vervort, 2006).

(Amato, 2008; Bickford, 2000; Soegaard, 1993). The Maztazal Orogeny resulted from
terranes colliding and accreting to the eastern and southern margins of the North
American craton. Later, smaller orogenies such as the Elzevirian Orogeny 1.3-1.2Ga and
the Ottawan Orogeny 1.09-1.03 Ga (Whitmeyer, 2007), resulted in the accretion of the
Grenville Province to southern Laurentia (North America).
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The Grenville Province (fig.14) is a zone of deformation and rocks that stretches
from southeastern Canada, along the Appalachians, turns southwest below the surface of
Texas and is only exposed in outcrops in Central and West Texas, in the Llano Uplift,
Van Horn region and Franklin Mountains (Soegaard, 1993; Mosher, 1989). The
Precambrian exposures in West Texas, are the westernmost extent of the Grenville
Orogeny, which is approximately 1.3-1.0 Ga in the Llano region and 1.4-1.0 Ga in the
Van Horn and Franklin Mountains region (Whitmeyer, 2007).
Grenville rocks in the Trans-Pecos area are located in the Van Horn area, in
Culberson and Jeff Davis Counties, and in the Franklin Mountains in El Paso County
(Whitmeyer, 2007; Shepard, 1982). Outcrops of Precambrian rocks are restricted in the
region due to the thick cover from later sedimentation. Mosher (1989) suggested that
more recent plate reconstructions indicate that the colliding continent was South
America, while older reconstructions show the colliding continent may have been
western Africa (Shepard, 1982).
In the Van Horn area, Precambrian rocks are exposed in the Carrizo Mountains,
Millican Hills, Bean Hills, and the Streeruwitz Hills (Soegaard, 1993). The Precambrian
rocks at Van Horn can be divided into two domains, separated by the Streeruwitz thrust
fault. The rocks in the hanging wall are the Carrizo Mountain Group, which are pretectonic rocks on the south side of the fault, and consist of amphibolite grade
metamorphic volcanic and metamorphic sedimentary rocks. On the north side of the fault,
rocks consist of pre- and syn- orogenic volcanic and sedimentary rocks. (Soegaard,
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1993). The Precambrian rocks at Van Horn are important in understanding the
Precambrian deformational history of the Trans-Pecos region since this is the only place
where foreland sediments are preserved from the Grenville Orogeny in West Texas. The
Carrizo Mountains represent the hinterland and suture zone for accreting terranes; the
Millican Hills, Bean Hills and the Streeruwitz Hills represent the frontal thrust, and the
foreland lies north of the structures and consist of undeformed strata (Bickford, 2000).
The oldest deformation that directly contributes to the complex geology of Big
Bend National Park is from Proterozoic rifting of the supercontinent Rodinia, which
created the southern margin of the proto-North American craton about 800-550 Ma
(Page, 2008; Whitmeyer, 2007; Oldani, 1986). It is believed that this event created the
framework for the northwest trend of several structural features found in the region and
within the park. The rifting of Rodinia created northwest striking continental transform
faults that laterally offset the southern continental margin. These faults may control the
geometry of the Ouachita-Marathon-Sonora orogenic belt (Hickman, 2009; Page, 2008;
McBride, 1989; Tauvers, 1989; Hall, 1956). These faults are subparallel with the Texas
lineament, which is a northwest-trending zone of suggested wrench or strike-slip faulting
(Stevens, 1986; Muehlberger, 1980).
The Texas Lineament (fig. 15) can be traced through Presidio, Texas, south into
the Big Bend region and has been interpreted to extend across the southwest U.S. as a
major continental transform fault (Hildebrand, 2015; Abdel-Gawad, 1974). The Texas
Lineament is believed to be related to the Proterozoic rifting event, forming possibly 1.5
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to 1.0 Ga (Page, 2008; Muehlberger, 1980; Oldani, 1986; Abdel-Gawad, 1974). The
Texas Lineament is sinistral or left-lateral, trends west-northwest, and can be traced north
of the Big Bend region (Hildebrand, 2015; Muehlberger, 1980; Abdel-Gawad, 1974).
This zone has also been reactivated during later tectonic events such as the OuachitaMarathon Paleozoic orogeny, the Laramide Orogeny during the late Cretaceous to early
Tertiary, and most recently with the late Tertiary Basin and Range faulting. During
reactivation, the Texas Lineament also displayed right-stepping movements (Stevens,
1986).
The Texas Lineament can be traced further northwest but is lost southwest of Las
Vegas, Nevada (Hildebrand, 2015). The Texas Lineament may also be genetically related
and originate from the same tectonic process that created the Parras Shear zone (fig. 15)
which is another dominantly left stepping shear zone south of the Texas Lineament
(Abdel-Gawad, 1974). The Texas Lineament may play an important role on structures in
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Figure 15. Tectonic map of western North America showing major tectonic
features such as the Texas Lineament or Texas Shear before Basin and Range
extension (modified from Abdel-Gawad, 1974).

the southwestern United States and especially the Big Bend region, which will be
discussed later in this paper.

Ouachita-Marathon Orogeny
Rifting of Rodina ended in the early Cambrian and North America’s southern
edge became a passive margin. The southern margin of the North American continent
records a major Wilson cycle, which is the opening and closing of an ocean basin
(Arbenz, 1989). This event created rift arms and fault systems which would become
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major depositional centers along the southern margin of the North American continent
(Thomas, 1991; Arbenz, 1989). In the southern Laurentia area the late
Precambrian/Paleozoic Wilson cycle came to an end with the onset of the collisional
Ouachita-Marathon Orogeny (fig. 16) during middle Mississippian to Pennsylvanian time
(Hickman, 2008; Whitaker, 2006; Thomas, 1991, Arbenz, 1989; McBride, 1989; Walper,
1982).
This orogeny was due to the collisions between the southern margin of Laurentia
and the Gondwanan terranes which resulted in the assembly of the supercontinent of
Pangaea (Whitaker, 2006). The Ouachita-Marathon Orogeny affected the eastern and
southern margins of the North American continent and created the Appalachian
Mountains on the east coast of the United States and the Ouachita Mountains in Arkansas
and Oklahoma. South of Oklahoma, the Ouachita fold and thrust belt is buried in the
subsurface of Texas, though it is exposed in the Marathon area in far west Texas and in
the north part of Big Bend National Park. This buried thrust front is roughly parallel to
the Balcones Fault Zone in Central Texas.
The Ouachita-Marathon Orogeny contributed to the deformation of the rocks in
the Big Bend region during the middle Mississippian to early Permian (Hickman, 2008;
McBride, 1989; Walper 1982). The Marathon fold belt is part of a larger fold belt, the
Ouachita-Marathon-Sonora, with the Ouachita segment located in Arkansas, the
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Marathon in Texas and into Chihuahua, and the Sonora in Mexico (fig. 16). During this
tectonic event, deep water oceanic facies deposited south of Big Bend were thrust
northwestward on to the North American continent above a southeast dipping subduction
zone that was created by the collision of the North and South American plates (Hickman,
2008; Page, 2008; Poole,2005; Mcbride, 1989).
Major structures in the Marathon fold belt are the Marathon Allochthon, Dagger
Flat Anticlinorium, Peña Colorada Synclinorium and the Marathon Anticlinorium

Figure 16. Regional map showing the Ouachita-Marathon thrust front (Arbenz,
1989).

(Tauvers, 1989; Corry, 1990; Mcbride, 1989; figs. 17 and fig. 18). This orogeny is
interpreted to have started first in the Ouachita area then migrated westward to the
Marathon region during Desmoinesian time in the mid-Pennsylvanian (Corry, 1990).
Rocks that were deformed during this orogeny are typically strongly folded and cut by
thrust faults.
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Figure 17. Cross section of the Marathon Uplift from figure 18 showing major
structures: Dagger Flat Anticlinorium, Pena Colorada Synclinorium, and Marathon
Anticlinorium (Hickman, 2009).

Figure 18. Geologic map of the Marathon Uplift in West Texas. Northeast
striking thrust faults are a remnant of the Ouachita-Marathon thrust belt.
Northwest striking thrust fault is from the younger Laramide Orogeny
(Hickman, 2009).
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These rocks are well exposed north of Big Bend National Park in the Marathon
Basin, along with outcrops located at the Solitario,an igneous-cored circular uplift just
north of Big Bend National Park. In the Marathon Basin, northeast-striking, northwestvergent thrust faults and folds are common (Hickman, 2009; Page, 2008; Poole, 2005;
McBride, 1989; Tauvers; 1989; Hall, 1956). On the north edge of Big Bend National
Park, Ouachita age rocks and folds are exposed near the Persimmon Gap area. These
rocks will be discussed further in the Laramide Orogeny section.

Mesozoic rifting
During the early to mid-Mesozoic, the supercontinent Pangaea rifted apart and
continents began to move toward their present locations. The Trans-Pecos region was
affected by transtension associated with large scale strike-slip faults located in northern
Mexico. The Mojave-Sonora Megashear has been theorized to have had an impact on this
event, but many workers believe the San Marcos Fault is likely the cause (Muehlberger,
1989; Oldani, 1986). Features that were formed during this event were the Chihuahua
Trough, as well as the opening of the Gulf of Mexico. During this time and in the
Cretaceous, the Diablo Platform (fig. 19) is thought to have been located closer to Big
Bend National Park. This platform was a site for deposition of lower to upper Cretaceous
limestone and shale units in shallow marine waters. Formations deposited during this
time were the Glen Rose Limestone, Del Carmen Limestone, Sue Peaks Formation, Santa
Elena Limestone, Del Rio Clay, Buda Limestone and the Boquillas Formation. These
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Figure 19. Map illustrating major tectonics elements in the West Texas region,
highlighting the Diablo Platform and the Coahuila Platform, which influenced
deposition in the Big Bend region (Moustafa, 1988).

layers are now exposed in several parts of southwest Texas and in Big Bend National
Park (Page, 2008; Lock, 2006; Dickinson,2001 Stevens, 1989).
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Laramide Orogeny
Erosion of Paleozoic strata occurred in west Texas during the Triassic and
Jurassic created a surface that would become a major unconformity, where marine
sediments were deposited during the late Cretaceous. All of these rocks would be
deformed by the Late Cretaceous to early Eocene Laramide Orogeny. This event has been
attributed to the shallow subduction of the Farallon Plate beneath the western margin of
the North American Plate. The Laramide Orogeny was active during the late Cretaceous
to early Tertiary approximately 70-50 Ma (Jones, 2011; Page, 2008; Tickoff, 2001;
Lehman, 1991; Erdlac, 1990; Muehlberger, 1989; Tauvers, 1989).
The Laramide Orogeny is characterized by a northeast compressive deformation
due to the east-northeast subduction of the Farallon Plate underneath the western margin
of North America. This event created uplifts, basins, folds and faults with a dominantly
northwest trend, forming perpendicular to the maximum compressive direction. The
Laramide Fold and Thrust Belt (fig. 20) is extensive in size and ranges from Canada to
Mexico in western North America (Page 2008; DeCelles, 2004; Muehlberger, 1989).
The kinematics and mechanisms for the Laramide Orogeny are still debated
within the geologic community. Hypotheses for this orogeny include collision with an
exotic terrain called the “Hit and Run” theory by Tickoff and Maxson (1996), a collapse
of the hinterland of the Sevier Orogeny by Livaccari (1991; Jones, 2011; Tickoff, 2001;
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Figure 20. Illustration of the Laramide Fold and Thrust Belt
along the western North American Continent (Decelles, 2004).
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Muehlberger, 1989). The theory most widely accepted in the geologic community is that
shallow subduction of the Farallon Plate below the western margin of the North
American Plate created compression as the main tectonic forces in western North
America (Jones, 2011; Tickoff, 2001; Muehlberger, 1989).
The Laramide Orogeny had a strong effect on west and southwestern North
America (fig. 20) and is represented by various structures, unconformities and coarsegrained sediments. This event is characterized as a thick-skinned deformational event
which includes basement-cored uplifts, rather than a thin-skinned event which only
deforms the sedimentary cover above the basement rocks (an example being the Sevier
Orogeny). Many of the basement cored expressions are more evident in places such as
Wyoming in the Big Horn Mountains, while in Big Bend National Park in southwest
Texas, the Laramide features include large monoclines and symmetrical folds
(Muehlberger, 1980).
Within Big Bend National Park there are many structures and topographic
expressions of the Laramide Orogeny (fig. 21). These include Mesa de Anguila
Monocline, Sierra del Carmen-Santiago Mountains, and Tornillo Basin, which lies
between these uplifts. There are also the Terlingua-Solitario uplifts, Cow Heaven
Anticline, Mariscal Mountain Anticline and the San Vicente Anticlines, though those
features have been further influenced by Basin and Range extension which resulted in
their structure to be topographically positive (Page, 2008; Lehman, 1991; Erdlac, 1990;
Muehlberger, 1989, fig. 21)
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Laramide overprinting of Paleozoic Ouachita structures and rocks is also seen at
Persimmon Gap at the northern entrance of Big Bend National Park where Paleozoic
rocks that were originally deformed during the Ouachita Orogeny were folded a second
time by the Laramide Orogeny. Laramide thrusting placed Mid-Ordovician Maravillas
Formation through Pennsylvanian Tesnus Formation between Cretaceous rocks above
and below. This juxtaposition of rocks can be attributed to a northwest vergent thrust
fault that repeats the Paleozoic section (Page, 2008; Tauvers, 1989; Whitford-Stark,
1989).
The Laramide Orogeny also affected other locations in the Trans-Pecos region.
The Marathon region was affected by the Laramide Orogeny producing a steep reverse
fault in the southwestern edge of the uplift. Later in the Cenozoic, those structures were
domed by igneous intrusions approximately 38-15 Ma (McBride, 1989).
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Figure 21. Generalized geologic map of the Big Bend area showing
prominent Laramide related structures in Big Bend National Park.
Inset map of location of Laramide fold and thrust belt zone in North
America Note the northwest trend of most of the major structures
(Page, 2008).
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Mexican Laramide features include the Chihuahua tectonic belt and mountain
chains in Coahuila, Mexico, including the continuations from the Sierra del Carmen
Mountains, Santiago Mountains, and two fold belts, the Del Rio fold belt and the Zapta
fold belt (Ewing, 2012; Hennings, 1989; Oldani, 1986; Berge, 1982).

Tertiary Volcanism
After the Farallon Plate was subducted along the western margin of North
America, heating of the descending slab led to the production of magma (Parker, 1989).
The continental arc created by melting of the Farallon Plate is extensive with many
volcanic features identified in the western and southwestern United States as well as in
portions of Canada and Mexico. This magmatism led to Tertiary plutonism and
volcanism within the Southwestern United States and formed numerous dikes and
volcanic features in the surrounding areas in Trans-Pecos Texas and in Big Bend
National Park (Satterfield, 2013; Drenth, 2007; Corry, 1990; Erdlac, 1990; Henry, 1989;
Muehlberger, 1989).
There are numerous volcanic features throughout the Trans-Pecos region and the
area is often referred to as the Trans-Pecos volcanic field (Parker, 1989; Wilson, 1980;
fig. 22). The volcanic centers in this field include the Paisano Pass Center, Chinati
Mountains Caldera and Pine Canyon Caldera, located in the Chisos Mountains in Big
Bend, the Davis Mountains, and the Bofecillos Mountains (Wilson, 1980). Most of these
volcanic centers in Trans-Pecos were derived from individual magma chambers (Drenth,
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2007). Barker (1986) theorized that the volcanic centers in this region were connected by
a larger magma chamber, and believed that the variations from complexes petrology are
due to eruptions originating at various depths in the magma chamber (Drenth, 2007;
Barker, 1986).
One of the most notable volcanic features located in Big Bend National Park is
the Pine Canyon Caldera complex in the Chisos Mountains, which originated as a large
volcano before becoming a caldera (Barker, 1986). The Pine Canyon Caldera was built
on the Chisos Formation and erupted ash flow tuffs and lava flows and was domed by
quartz trachyte and rhyolite (Barker, 1986). This feature collapsed when it erupted
peralkaline rhyolite belonging to the South Rim Formation approximately 33.3-31.7 Ma
(Barker, 1986). Ages of emplacement of these volcanic and plutonic features occurred
from 38-28 Ma during the mid-Tertiary (Drenth, 2007; Henry, 1989; Muehlberger, 1989).
Big Bend National Park is composed of many volcanic features mostly found in
the western parts of the park. Dikes and sills can be easily seen while driving through the
park. The eastern parts of the park are known to contain igneous features such as sills
found near the Dagger Mountain anticline and McKinney Hills laccolith in the northern
part of the Roys Peak quadrangle. Volcanism is believed to have ended around 17 Ma
due to an absence of younger igneous rocks, which reflects a change in the regional stress
directions into Basin and Range extension (Muehlberger, 1989).
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Basin and Range
Subduction along the west edge of the North American continent changed to a
transform boundary during the middle Cenozoic which was coincident with the initiation
of Basin and Range extension (Oldani, 1986). Prior to the Basin and Range, the western
and southwestern United States were under a compressional tectonic regime from
subducting oceanic plates along the western margin of North American. As subduction
ceased, the Pacific Plate came into contact with the North American Plate. During this
time dominant transform faults were activated such as the San Andreas Fault. As the
Pacific Plate and the North American Plate began to slide past each other in a
northwestern direction, the Pacific Plate slowly began to move to the northwest and
slightly away from the North American Plate.
This interaction between the two plates altered the tectonic forces which were
active in the western and southwestern regions of North America creating a switch from
compression to extension, and thus creating the Basin and Range extensional episode.
The Basin and Range Province (fig. 23) is a broad region containing many horsts and
grabens, which are uplifted mountain ranges between down-dropped basins respectively.
This province is located in western United States stretching in part from Oregon to Texas
and further south into Mexico. It is nearly 2 x 10^6 km², and has experienced extension,
lithospheric thinning, as well as volcanism during the mid to late Tertiary (Page, 2008;
Keller, 1999; Henry, 1970).
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Basin and Range faulting is the last major recognized tectonic event in the
Southwest United States, and occurred from 25 to 2 Ma, and possibly as early as 30 Ma
in southwestern United States and northern Mexico (Henry, 1970). Basin and Range
extension is expressed in the Big Bend region by the Rio Grande Rift system, a
subprovince of the Basin and Range (Page, 2008; Muehlberger, 1989; Walper, 1982).
Typical Basin and Range normal faults become listric with depth. In the Big Bend area,
this type of faulting is not observed, as reported by Stevens and Stevens (1986) except for
small scale slump features. Stevens and Stevens (1986), believe that listric faulting is not
observed since there must be fundamental differences in the Basin and Range structures
in the Big Bend and other areas involved in Basin and Range extension.
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Figure 22. Location of volcanic centers in the Trans-Pecos region
of Texas (modified from Wilson, 1980).
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Figure 23. Map of the western United States geologic provinces with
the Basin and Range Province in green, approximate location of study
area outlined in red (USGS, 2014).

Basin and Range extension had a strong effect on structures in West Texas. Many
of the structures formed by the Ouachita-Marathon and the Laramide Orogenies have
been overprinted by Basin and Range extension which, typically formed high angle
normal faults. Laramide structures such as the Sierra del Carmen monocline and
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Persimmon Gap, have been affected by Basin and Range deformation which has helped
expose their structure and made them topographic highs and helped expose the earlier
structures (Tauver, 1989; Whitford-Stark, 1989).
Bolsons (large basins) were also another feature created in the Big Bend area due
to Basin and Range extension, where whole or half grabens were down-dropped and
subsequently filled in with sediments. Notable bolsons in Big Bend are the Estufa and
Deahalo bolsons (Page, 2008; Stevens, 1989). These bolsons are located east of the
Chisos Mountains and west of the Sierra Del Carmen Mountains.
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Chapter 6
Results of field work
Detailed geologic field mapping over several weeks in the study area revealed
new geologic structures and discoveries in the eastern region of Big Bend National Park.
Initial field work focused on mapping the area, identifying formational contacts and
structures. Ernst Canyon has two sections: a downstream section that trends N60°E
(referred to as the east/west segment) and upstream section that trends N25°E, which will
be called the north/south segment (fig. 2). Numerous faults and folds were identified in
the study area including, normal, thrust, and strike-slip faults. In the study area, there are
zones with abundant small scale folds, particularly in the Boquillas Formation. However,
large folds are also present within other parts of Big Bend National Park, such as the Cow
Heaven Anticline, Mariscal Mountain Anticline and the San Vicente Anticline (fig. 21),
all which are located several miles west of the study area (Page, 2008). Map scale folds
are also present east of the study area within the Sierra del Carmen Mountains.
One of the most notable findings in the study area is the presence of a large strikeslip fault, which has not been mapped by previous researchers in the area. Strike-slip
faulting has been recognized within Big Bend, and the surrounding area, with the closest
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Figure 24. Simplified geologic map of the study area at Ernst Tinaja. Kse= Santa
Elena Formation, Kbu=Buda Formation, Kbo=Boquillas Formation. Note large
scale geologic map and cross sections appear in Plate 1.
mapped strike-slip fault being approximately one mile from the eastern boundary of the
study area, on the eastern margin of the Ernst Basin (Moustafa, 1988).
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Figure 25. Geologic Cross-Sections A-A' and B-B' from the geologic map of
the study area on Figure 24. Cross-section A-A’ highlights the various normal
faults especially the large Ernst Basin bounding normal fault with hundreds
of offset. Cross-section B-B’ highlights the dextral strike-slip fault and
negative flower structure in the Ernst Canyon.
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The main evidence for strike-slip faulting in the study area is an abundance of
prominent horizontal slickenlines. The amount of strike-slip displacement is not known
because the trend of the fault is parallel to the strike of beds; thus, it lacks distinctive
offset markers. In the following paragraphs the deformation of each formation in the
study area is discussed, with reference to tectonic events.
Deformation of the Boquillas Formation
Deformation within the area is different in each formation and is constrained by
formation mechanical competency, which is largely a factor of the lithology and bedding
characteristics of each formation. The Boquillas Formation is the most deformed unit,
with numerous folds, normal and thrust faults, as well as evidence of strike-slip faulting.
Bedding of the Boquillas Formation has an average strike and dip of N27°W, 20°SWwith
exceptions of beds in areas of intense folding. This average orientation of bedding is very
consistent (fig. 26).
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Stereonet diagram of bedding planes in the
Boquillas Formation in Ernst Tinaja
N=58

Figure 26. Stereonet plot of planes and poles to planes of bedding in the
Boquillas Formation.(N=58) The mean average strike N27°W, 20°SW.The
larger transparent circle within the poles represents the average pole with a
95% certainty.

The Boquillas Formation is separated into the overlying San Vicente and
underlying Ernst members. The San Vicente Member is composed of alternating beds of
limestone and shale, with the limestone layers approximately 2-3 feet thick and the
intervening shale units about 1/2 -1 foot thick. The underlying Ernst Member is
composed of thinner-bedded alternating limestone and mainly shale units, with several
very thin volcanic ash beds, and is a slope former. The Ernst Member is more susceptible
to deformation than the San Vincente Member due to smaller bed thickness and a higher
percentage of shale beds, which decreases the competency of the unit.
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All of the units in the study area have a homoclinal dip to the southwest and are
on the west limb of a broad regional anticline, the center of which is located in the downdropped Ernst Basin (fig. 27). Figure 27, is a regional cross-section J-J’ from Moustafa’s
1988 report for the Texas Bureau of Economic Geology. In Moustafa’s cross section the
present study area is on the left side of the cross-section. This cross-section is comparable
to cross-section B-B’ (fig. 25) which was constructed for this study. Moustafa’s crosssection does not include a fault of any kind in Ernst Tinaja Canyon. This cross-section
may have been made to show the Ernst Valley monocline on the right-hand side of the
cross-section.
Most of the small-scale folds in the study area are within the lower parts of the
thin-bedded Ernst Member near its contact with the underlying Buda Limestone. Such
folds are well displayed at Ernst Tinaja (fig. 31).

Ernst Tinaja Canyon

Figure 27. Regional cross section from Moustafa's 1988 study. Note the broad anticline in the
subsurface at the Ernst Basin graben as well as no faults in Ernst Tinaja Canyon. (Modified from
Moustafa, 1988).
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To access Ernst Tinaja and the study area, one parks at the trailhead of Ernst
Tinaja. From there it is a short walk eastward up the dry stream bed past cliffs of
Quaternary alluvial fan deposits to the first outcrops of the San Vicente Member of the
Boquillas Formation. The outcrops are mostly 2-3 ft. thick limestone beds which dip ~20°
towards the southwest. The San Vicente Member has no folds in this area but there are a
few faults that are at a low angle to bedding and may be flexural-slip faults (fig. 31).
These faults have slickenlines that are usually parallel to the dip of bedding, or
inclined 0-5° to bedding. Chatter marks on the slickenlines show both thrust (eastward)
and normal (westward) movement. The slickenlines parallel to bedding are evidence for
flexural slip along beds during compression. The slickenlines ~parallel to bedding, are
often on the upper surface of a more competent limestone beds, with an incompetent
shale bed above, indicating slip along beds with higher and lower cohesive strength

1 ft.

Slickenlines
Figure 28. Picture of near parallel to bedding slickenlines within the San Vicente
Member. White arrows pointing towards near parallel to bedding slickenlines on the
tops of limestone beds. Location E2.
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contrasts. The author interprets the flexural slip that is evidenced by the bedding parallel
slickenlines to be related to the folding of the Boquillas Formation in Ernst Tinaja.
Tension gashes were also found on limestone beds in the San Vicente Member
(fig. 29). These gashes indicate that a component of right-lateral, and some left-lateral
shear acted on these rocks at some point. This shearing may be related to strike-slip
faulting found further east in Ernst Canyon.

Figure 29. Picture of tension gashes in a limestone layer in the San Vicente Member
of the Ernst Member in Ernst Tinaja Canyon, these tension gashes indicate rightlateral shear.
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Many of the folds that are found in the Boquillas Formation are minor parallel
folds, with axial plane that range from N36°W to N23°E with an average orientation of
N13°W and are steeply dipping. Folds (fig. 30) range from moderately-inclined to upright
horizontal to gently-plunging. Most of the Boquillas folds (fig. 31) are too small to plot
on a typical geologic map, since most of the folds are only a few feet across. In some
areas, strong compression caused third and fourth order folds to form on the larger folds.
The folds at Ernst Tinaja are mostly parallel folds since limestone bed thickness stayed

Figure 30. Diagram of the Fleuty Fold Classification. The Y-axis describes plunge
of the hinge line of the fold, and the X-axis describes the dip of the axial surface.
Most of the folds in this study were gently plunging to upright to steeply inclined
folds (Fleuty,1964).
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intact after the folding process. However, some folds are similar to disharmonic in form
as the shale units thicken in fold hinges.
The most intense folding is in the lower Ernst Member of the Boquillas Formation
near the contact with the Buda Limestone, around Ernst Tinaja. Average strike and dip of
fold axial planes=N13°W, 65°SW (fig. 32), average plunge and bearing of fold axes= 9°,
N9°W; average interlimb angle= 72° and average fold wavelength 8.5 feet.
As mentioned, minor faulting is prevalent within the Boquillas Formation, with
normal, thrust and indications of strike-slip faulting all being identified. Small normal
faults within the Boquillas Formation typically trend N15°W, 63°NE, and are down to the
east within the study area.
Most of the small thrust faults verge to the northeast, which is the tectonic
transport direction. However, a few thrust faults with opposite directions were identified;
these may be antithetic faults; or there may be a component of back thrusting within the
Boquillas Formation (fig. 33).
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Figure 31. Folds within Ernst Tinaja Canyon. (Top) Field assistant and
fellow graduate student Robert Schoen for scale standing on folded
Boquillas. (Bottom) Tight, near chevron folds within the lower Ernst
Member of the Boquillas Formation. Note the dark backpack for scale
in center bottom of the picture. The backpack is on the massive Buda
Limestone. Location E14 and E80.
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Stereonet Diagram of fold axial planes strike and
dip in the Ernst Tinaja study area.

N=26

Figure 32. Stereonet diagram of fold axial planes in the study area with
planes and rose diagram (N=26). Average fold axial planes trend N13°W,
70°NE, and SW. (Stereonet 9, Allmendinger, 2016).
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Figure 33. Thrust faults in Boquillas Formation in the Ernst Tinaja Canyon.
(Top) Photo of thrust faults in the Ernst Canyon. (Bottom) Interpreted photo of
two thrust faults with opposite dips above each other. The bottom fault is a
possible antithetic fault Location E104.
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Evidence of strike-slip faulting has also been found in the Boquillas Formation.
At Ernst Tinaja, there are a series of vertical fault planes that cut directly through the
Tinaja on both sides of the canyon. Close inspection of those fault planes revealed
horizontal slickensides with chatter marks suggestive of dextral movement. A substantial,
2.5-foot-wide fault breccia zone (fig. 34), mostly composed of clasts of Boquillas occurs
along the faults.
There are small amounts of vertical dip-slip offset on either side of the fault
breccia. No normal or reverse fault slickenlines were found at this location (fig. 35). In
Figure 35, the vertical fault planes cut through the underlying Buda and Boquillas
formations. The breccia zone is far wider than what would have formed due to a minor
amount of dip-slip offset. This suggests that most of the breccia probably formed due to
significant strike-slip movement. With the beds dipping to the west, the near vertical
faults at the Tinaja appear to have a small amount of normal fault movement. If the beds
of the Boquillas were rotated back to horizontal, they would appear to be high angle
reverse faults. The slickenlines (fig. 36) on the fault breccia on those planes indicates
strike-slip movement, and the large breccia zone suggests mainly strike-slip movement.
Strike-slip movement may have been the most recent movement along these fault planes,
and may have overprinted dip-slip slickenlines.
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Figure 34. Picture of fault breccia at the near vertical fault planes
with both dip slip movement evidenced by offset beds on opposite
sides of the fault breccia and the presence of horizontal slickenlines
along the fault. The breccia is far wider than what would have been
created by a small amount of dip-slip movement, which is strong
evidence for significant strike-slip movement along more faults.
Location E14.
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Kbo

Kbu
Figure 35. Near vertical fault planes cutting through the Tinaja with apparent
normal dip-slip movement. The fault planes and associated breccia contain
horizontal slickenlines. If the beds were restored to horizontal, the fault plane
may suggest a reverse fault. Kbo= Cretaceous Boquillas Formation, Kbu=
Cretaceous Buda Formation. Location E14.

Figure 36. Horizontal slickenlines on the fault breccia in
figure 34 and figure 35. These slickenlines indicate
dextral shear based on chatter marks. The slickenlines
are roughly parallel with the pencil. Location E14.
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Deformation of Buda
Other than regional tilting to the west (fig. 37), there are no folds within the
massive, thick-bedded, resistant limestone of the Buda Formation which has an average
strike and dip of N19°W, 24°SW. However, several normal faults cut the Buda. Fault
movement, plus erosion of bedding planes caused variations of this as seen in the
stereonet plot (fig. 37) due to faulting and slight reorientation of bedding. Within Ernst
Tinaja Canyon, a zone of approximately 50-foot-wide horst and graben normal faulting
(fig. 38) was found. Slickensides and chatter marks on the fault planes support the horst
and graben interpretation of faulting observed within Ernst Canyon. Normal faulting is
common along Cuesta Carlota, in some places with juxtaposition of down-dropped
Stereonet diagram of bedding planes of the Buda Formation
N=25

Figure 37. Stereonet plot of bedding of the Buda Formation
in the study area (N=25). The average strike and dip of
bedding is N19°W, 24°SW. The transparent circle represent
a mean vector pole with 95% certainty.
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Boquillas against the Buda Formation. Some faults have only a few inches of
displacement.
The Buda Formation is not folded at outcrop scale in the study area due to its
thickness and competency, but it is folded into large anticlines/synclines and monoclines
(such as the Ernst Valley Monocline (fig. 27) on a regional scale (Moustafa, 1988).
Just upstream from Ernst Tinaja, near the Boquillas/Buda contact near location
E80, a zone of intense folding in the Boquillas, is observed. The Buda Limestone here
has a steeply-dipping fault breccia zone that is approximately 4-6 inches wide (fig. 39).
The breccia zone goes up to the contact but does not appear to extend into the overlying
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Figure 38. Horst and graben faulting in the Buda Formation; field assistant
for scale. Photo looking towards the north. Location E34.
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Boquillas Formation. This suggests that either there was a period of strong
deformation of the Buda before the Boquillas was deposited, or that a faulted part of the
Boquillas has moved along the contact by bedding plane slip and is not visible. The latter
does not seem likely because there are faults nearby in the Tinaja which cut through both
the Buda and the Boquillas. The faulting mentioned above may be a later episode of
faulting and occurred after the brecciation of the Buda Formation.
That suggests that the Buda was deformed before the Boquillas was deposited.
One observation that might support this possibility is that the Buda is much more
internally deformed than the overlying Boquillas. The Buda, as it weathers, reveals what
appears to be an intense brecciation that is ubiquitous in the limestone. It seems to be
very prevalent and does not appear to be related to faulting. This is possibly a diagenetic
feature that occurred as the limestone lithified, or afterwards during diagenesis.
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Kbo

Kbu

Figure 39. Fault breccia within the Buda Formation inside the
black rectangle. Hand is placed on the fault breccia. Notice how
the fault breccia does not extend into the overlying Boquillas
Formation. Red line indicating contact between the Boquillas and
Buda Formation.

The Buda, as mentioned, has discrete fault breccia zones also. The faults that
created those zones may have occurred as part of the diagenetic fracturing just discussed,
or, more likely they formed in response to regional tectonic forces possibly an early stage
of Laramide deformation.
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Deformation/Alteration of Del Rio
Unconformably below the Buda Formation is the Del Rio “Clay” which in the
study area, does not look like an ordinary clay unit. The Del Rio Formation varies
significantly in thickness across the Sierra Del Carmen Mountains, from a few hundred
feet thick to 0 ft.
Within the study area, the Del Rio is a distinctive unit, with its thickness ranging
from being absent to 10 ft. thick. Near the contact between the Buda and Santa Elena
formations, this variation in thickness occurs from one side of the slot canyon to the
other. Where the east-west canyon crosses the Buda and Santa Elena contact; the Del Rio
changes thickness rapidly (figs. 9, and 40). The northern wall of the canyon shows a
sharp contact between the Buda and Santa Elena formations with the Del Rio Formation
missing. The southern wall shows Del Rio which is roughly 10 ft. thick. This change in
thickness may be a result of its depositional environment due to erosion during subaerial
exposure.
The Del Rio also has a very distinctive diagenetic alteration in the form of intense
liesegange banding (fig. 41), which is likely a result of iron-rich fluids moving through
the formation, probably during active volcanism (Lock, 2013). Clayey nodules are also
found in the liesegange banded unit, which further confirms that the banded unit is
altered Del Rio. The banded unit is only founded between the Buda and Santa Elena
formations, which further indicates that it is altered Del Rio Clay.
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The alteration in the Del Rio may be from the volcanic activity which occurred
during the Tertiary and would thus be a relatively recent replacement. Faulting and
folding was not observed within this formation, due to the formation being thin to absent
within most of the study area.

Kbu
3 ft.

Kse
Figure 40. Picture showing the contact between the overlying Buda Formation and underlying
Santa Elena Formation. The Del Rio Clay is absent between the two limestone units. The red line
indicates the contact between the Buda and Santa Elena formations. Location E98.
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The only structural data collected on the Del Rio during this study was a pair of
slickenside fault planes, which were parallel to bedding. This may be more evidence for
flexural slip along bedding during compression, like the slickenlines in the Boquillas
Formation.

5 in.

Figure 41. Liesegange banding in the Del Rio Formation in the study area
between the Buda and Santa Elena formations.

Deformation of Santa Elena Formation
Below the Del Rio Formation is the massive, thick-bedded, cliff-forming Santa
Elena Formation. The Santa Elena Formation is heavily faulted within the study area,
with both normal faults and more significantly, a large strike-slip fault (figs. 43 and 44)
in the upper reaches of Ernst Tinaja Canyon.
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The Santa Elena Formation has an average strike and dip of N22°W, 25°SW (fig.
42). The Santa Elena Formation is too thick and competent to fold at an outcrop scale
during tectonic compression, but it is folded at a regional level into broad anticlines and
synclines as shown on maps by (Moustafa, 1988). The Santa Elena Formation, however,
is more susceptible to faulting.
Stereonet Plot of Bedding planes and associated Poles of
the Santa Elena Formation
N=41

Figure 42. Stereonet plot of bedding planes of the Santa
Elena Formation in the study area (N=41). The average
strike and dip approximately N22°W, 25°SW.
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Figure 43. (Top) Picture looking south at the junction of the E-W and N-S
trending sections of Ernst Tinaja Canyon. (Bottom) Interpreted image with
the trace of a major strike-slip fault plane and direction indicators showing
a dextral strike-slip fault.
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Figure 44. Slickensides along the fault plane from figure 43. The slickensides are
weathered and chatter marks display both dextral and sinistral shear movement.

Normal faulting is observed within the Santa Elena Formation at several locations
in Ernst canyon and along Cuesta Carlota. Fault breccia composed of Santa Elena clasts
is also found in the canyon, such as location E75. In some cases the breccia is due to
normal faulting. Some fault planes in the canyon appear to become listric as they
approach the canyon floor.
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Strike-slip faulting
A large, roughly north-northwest trending strike-slip fault canyon (fig. 24) lies
entirely in the Santa Elena Formation, as the younger Buda and Boquillas formations
have been eroded away at this point along Cuesta Carlota. Traversing upstream through
the canyon from Ernst Tinaja, the first occurrence of the strike-slip fault is at the junction
between the east-west and north-south trending sections of the canyon. Once in the northsouth trending canyon, horizontal slickenlines are very prevalent on the walls of the
canyon. Horizontal slickenlines in the canyon trend N9°W, and are observed throughout
the canyon. The large strike-slip fault in the Santa Elena Formation appears to end
abruptly towards the south, just after the nexus of the two sections of the canyon. The
fault also is lost towards the north past the entrance from the canyon to the Ernst Basin,
which may be due to the large basin-bounding normal fault that dropped the basin and cut
the strike-slip fault as well.

Large Scale Deformation
The study area has multiple sets of faults, which are interpreted as a resulting
from separate faulting events, and are discussed in more detail in the discussion chapter.
This section describes the structures in the study area on a larger scale.
The study area contains both minor and major faults. Minor faults have only a few
inches to feet of displacement and are not expressed as prominently in the topography as
major faults. Major faults have large amounts of displacement and are expressed in the
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topography as cliffs, gullies, valleys, canyons or basins such as the strike-slip canyon in
the upper reaches of Ernst Canyon.
There are numerous minor faults within the study area and they are more
prevalent than major faults. Based on the number of minor faults exposed in Ernst
Canyon, it seems likely that there are many minor faults in the remainder of the study
area which are obscured by float and gravel, which is common on the slopes of Cuesta
Carlota. Most of the minor faults were identified while in Ernst Tinaja Canyon, with a
lesser amount identified along Cuesta Carlota’s slopes. The minor faults in the study area
include normal, thrust and strike-slip faults.
A small number of major faults in the study area appear to have had more of an
impact on the overall topography of the study area, and the region. The major faults
within the study area include normal and strike-slip faults. No major thrust faults were
identified within the study area.

Normal Faults
One major normal fault that was identified in the study area, and is located
immediately east of the Cuesta Carlota ridge, where it bounds Ernst Basin. The fault
plane has mostly eroded away leaving a fault line scarp with patches of reddish fault
breccia.
This major basin forming fault can be traced the entire way along the eastern cliff
of Cuesta Carlota from the northern to southern boundaries of the study area. It forms a
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distinctive straight line across the landscape that is easily visible on aerial images. The
average orientation of normal faults (fig. 45) in the study area is N16°W, 63°NE, but fault
dip directions vary from northeast to southwest.

Figure 45. (Left) Stereonet plots of normal faults planes of normal faults in study
area, with rose diagram and mean vector arrow (N=41). (Right) Contoured
poles to normal fault planes. Notice the bimodal distribution of dips direction,
indicative of horst and graben faulting. The mean vector of normal faults are
N16°W, 63°NE,SW.
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Strike-slip Faulting
As described in the previous section, major strike-slip faulting has also been
discovered in the study area in the upper reaches of Ernst Tinaja Canyon. Ernst Canyon
has two sections: a downstream section that trends approximately N60°which is called the
east/west segment and upstream section that trends approximately N25°W which called
the north/south segment. The major strike-slip fault is found in, and controls, the

Figure 46. (Left) Stereonet plot of strike-slip fault planes in study area, also showing
rose diagram and mean vector arrow (N=24). (Right) Poles to planes from strike-slip
fault planes, contoured to show bimodal distribution of dip directions. Mean
vector=N9°W, 70°NE, SW.

north/south segment of the canyon. The average trend of strike-slip faults (fig. 46) in the
study area is N9°W, and 70°NE, but is often vertical.
The N/S segment of the canyon is approximately 2362 ft. long. The strike-slip
fault is interpreted to be mainly dextral in motion, determined by examination of the
slickenlines and chatter marks. Evidence of both dextral and sinistral movement was
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found, with a majority of the markers indicating dextral movement and a lesser amount
suggesting sinistral movement.
The main strike-slip fault can be traced along the north/south trending section of
Ernst Tinaja Canyon past the north end of the canyon where drainage from the Ernst
Basin flows into Ernst Canyon. The fault then trends to the east edge of Cuesta Carlota
until it is cut by the major Ernst Basin bounding normal fault. Beyond that point, the
strike-slip fault is lost in the subsurface. Strike-slip movement created a fault zone with
large fault-bounded slices of rock that have largely been eroded away. Slices or sections
of the fault plane can be observed in several places on the wall of the canyon. One such
place is at the southern end of the north/south canyon where slickenlines and chatter
marks are visible on a steeply-dipping fault plane at location E40 (fig. 44, fig. 48).
Horizontal to subhorizontal slickenlines were found in numerous locations in the canyon.
Most of the chatter marks (or steps) indicate right-and left-lateral movements, with a
majority of the sense-of-shear indicators suggest dextral shear on the strike-slip fault.
At the southern end of the north/south canyon segment, the strike-slip fault trends
into a north-facing cliff at location E40 (fig. 43, fig. 44). The strike-slip fault may die out
near there (or, originate there), because it has no obvious topographic expression south of
that point. Further field work to the south may reveal whether there is additional strikeslip faulting along this trend.
About one-third of the way from the south end to the north end of the strike-slip
canyon, the otherwise straight canyon makes an abrupt, almost 90° bend which results in
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a turn in the canyon. At the base of the western end of this bend at location E75 is a
feature referred to as a “corkscrew” (fig. 47) structure because it has a set of sloping fault
planes that separate slices of brecciated Santa Elena Limestone (fig. 49).
The corkscrew structure may have transferred the motion of rocks around the
sharp bend during strike-slip movement. Around the bend, the strike of the fault plane
segments changes from a north-south, to N26°E, then past the bend to a maximum of
N22°W. The bend in the strike-slip fault and the change in fault plane orientation is likely
the cause for an interpreted negative flower structure in the area of the bend. The negative
flower structure could have been created by dextral strike-slip motion because the rightstepping bend would be a releasing bend and this would create extension between the two
sides of the fault, (figs. 24 and 25).
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Figure 47. Corkscrew feature identified at the bend in the Strike-Slip (N-S
trending) canyon. This feature shows fault planes strike change from a NW
direction to NE and back to NW further north in the canyon. Location
E117.

A wedge-shaped (fig. 50) feature was also identified in the strike-slip canyon. The
wedge is a block that was caught between segments of the fault planes. The wedge has
horizontal slickenlines on the western face of the block, as well as layers of Santa Elena
which appear molded around the wedge. This feature is another evidence of strike-slip
faulting.
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Figure 48. Horizontal slickenlines of a fault plane at the bend in the
Strike-Slip (N-S trending) canyon. Chatter marks on this fault plane
suggest dextral movement. Location E117.
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Figure 49. Fault breccia near the bend in the canyon, apparently created by
normal faulting possibly due to a negative flower structure created by the bend in
the strike-slip fault. A negative flower structure should have a mix of normal and
strike-slip faults. Note the yellow field notebook for scale. Location E117.
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Figure 50. (Top) Picture of wedge feature in the N-S trending StrikeSlip Canyon (Bottom) Interpreted fault planes on the eastern and
western sides of the wedge feature. Location E99.
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Thrust Faults
Thrust faulting was found in Ernst Canyon in only few locations such as E112 and
E125, but several thrust faults were identified along the lower elevations of the western
slopes of Cuesta Carlota (fig. 24). The average trend of the thrust faults in the study area
is N19°W with shallow dips to the west and east vergent motion (fig. 51) A few thrusts
have steeper dips and east dipping fault planes. Thrust faults have only been identified
within the Boquillas Formation. The thrusts in the study area are identified by
slickenlines on fault planes jutting out of Boquillas beds ranging from 5-45° (fig. 52).
Many slickenlines and chatter marks indicate thrusting towards the southwest.
Observations made during field studies revealed few thrust faults in the opposite direction
of the overall tectonic transport direction of the Laramide Orogeny, with thrust faults
dipping towards the northeast (fig. 53). The steeply dipping fault plane is brecciated and
contains large clasts of Boquillas and fist-sized calcite crystals. On the opposite side of
the gully the fault is identified and contains slickenlines which indicate thrusting towards
the southwest (figs. 53 and fig. 54).
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N=13

Figure 51. Stereonet plots of thrust faults in study area. (Left) Planes of thrust fault with
rose diagram and mean vector arrow. (Right) Contoured poles of thrust faults, showing
a relatively uniform dip direction, with minor outliers. The average Strike and Dip of the
thrust faults= N19°W, 45°SW. N= 13.

Figure 52. Slickenlines and chatter marks indicating thrusting towards the
northeast which is roughly the same direction as the main tectonic transport
direction of the Laramide Orogeny.
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Bedding planes
High Angle Fault Breccia

Figure 53. Photo of interpreted high angle reverse fault. The homoclinally dipping beds on
the right side of the photo are cut by a high angle breccia zone, outlined in black. Location
E112.
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Figure 54. Photo of slickenlines from figure 53 which shows
thrusting in a southwestward direction. Location E112.

Opposite dipping fault planes may indicate a component of back thrusting within
the Boquillas Formation and the faults may be antithetic faults. Since thrusting is only
observed in the Boquillas, thrusting may be a component of how this formation was
internally deformed during Laramide compression along with folding, and may account
for accommodation of shortening of the units.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
Introduction

The goal of this study was to map the geology and structures around Ernst Tinaja
Canyon area and along the Cuesta Carlota Ridge, and to understand the structural
evolution and mechanics of deformation. This study mapped the distribution of geologic
units and identified new structures that are not shown on previous maps of the area. Some
of the more notable structures described were the complex folds and faults in the
Boquillas Formation, as well as previously unreported strike-slip fault, and a possible
relay ramp adjacent to the N-S trending canyon upstream of Ernst Tinaja Canyon.

Mechanics of Folding in the Boquillas
This section discuss the evolution and mechanics of folding in the Boquillas
Formation and also the flexural slip, fault-propagation folding and tri-shear deformation.
One focus of this study was to determine the origin and the mechanics of the folds
in the canyon walls near Ernst Tinaja. Previous theories on the folds postulated that they
were created during Laramide compression, a result of a gravity flow, or possibly related
to teepee structures. Analyses during this study suggests that the folds were created
during the Laramide Orogeny.
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The gravity flow theory was proposed based on finding slickenlines parallel to
the dip of bedding and occasionally with downslope movement suggested by chatter
marks. However, uphill chatter marks are also present in the study area. An example of
folds being created due to a gravity slide are the Lincoln folds in New Mexico (Craddock,
1964).
This study does not support the theory that the folds in Ernst Tinaja were created
by a gravity slide because most of the slickenlines found during this study were on low
angle faults not directly on bedding planes. Chatter marks associated with the slickenlines
suggest some upslope movement towards the hinge of the broad anticline in the Ernst
Basin. Also, there are no chaotic zones typical of slides and there was a lack of upper
Cretaceous blocks found to the west of the study area. Many of the slickenlines and
chatter marks that displayed both directions of slip sense directions were identified in the
vicinity of sedimentary structures such as pinch and swell structures. These structures
would locally change the degree of dip along bedding, which may be a possibility for the
differing slip sense on the chatter marks near the pinch and swell structures.
It has been suggested that teepee structures may have played a role in the genesis
of the folds in the study area. Tepee structures are related to the formation of caliche,
which can be found at the tops of outcrops in central and west Texas (Lock, 2001). While
inspecting the folds in the study area, caliche was not identified and folds did not display
upwelling from caliche wedging and uplift. This observation lead to the conclusion that
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the folds in the Ernst Tinaja area are likely a result from compression of the Laramide
Orogeny during the Late Cretaceous to early Tertiary.
Evidence that supports a fold origin during the Laramide Orogeny, include the
age of the Boquillas Formation, fold axial plane orientation and flexural slip indicators,
as well as possible trishear deformation observations. The Boquillas Formation was
deposited during the Cenomian to Turonian approximately 100-90ma, so this formation
would have been deposited before the onset of the Laramide Orogeny in this area. The
average fold axial plane trends approximately N13°W for folds in the study area, which is
sub- perpendicular to the principle shortening directions of the Laramide Orogeny in
eastern Big Bend determined by Moustafa in 1988 and by Maler in 1990.
Moustafa analyzed calcite twins from the Santa Elena Formation and was able to
interpret a compression direction of N70°E (Moustafa, 1988). Maler conducted work in
Dead Horse Graben in Big Bend, by analyzing compressional tectonic stylolites which
form due to layer parallel shortening(Maler,1990) (fig. 55). Thin-bedded units, especially
with shaley layers between more competent layers, are more likely to have flexural slip
folding (fig. 56). Flexural slip will occur when shear stress on the surfaces of the layers
exceeds the cohesion and frictional resistance to slip between the layers (Donath, 1964).
Another important property of flexural slip of layered sedimentary rocks is having
a high ductility contrast between layers (McGinnis, 2016; Ferril, 2017; Donath, 1964).
An example of layers with a high ductility contrast would be a limestone-shale sequence
at near-surface conditions (Donath, 1964). If such rock layers were deformed at higher
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temperatures and pressures at greater depth in the subsurface, the ductility contrast would
be lower even if bed ductility was increased, meaning each unit would become more
ductile which would decrease the ductility contrast between the separate units.
At higher temperature and pressures, folding would more likely be accomplished
by flexural flow (Hatcher, 1995; Twiss; 1992). Flexural flow often results in disharmonic
folds with unequal, irregular thicknesses, as are commonly seen in some metamorphic
rocks. Flexural slip on the other hand, creates folds that are more parallel in nature and
can create concentric folds, with folds keeping constant bed thickness throughout the fold
form.

S

N

Figure 55. Low angle fault with slickenlines that are parallel to the dip of
bedding, with chatter marks suggest the missing block moved uphill to the east.
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The folds in the study area are a good example of rocks that have a high ductility
contrast, being composed of alternating thinly-bedded shale and limestone units in the
lower Ernst Member. Aside from regional folding, folds in the study area are only found
within the Ernst Member of the Boquillas Formation, which differs from the unfolded
upper San Vincente Member of the Boquillas which has mostly 2-3 feet-thick limestone
beds with minor interbedded shale with some larger shale beds but less shale than the
lower Ernst Member. In the shale-rich Ernst Member, an increased number of structural
features were identified, such as faults, layer parallel slickenlines, and eventually the
folds which the canyon is known for. Layer parallel slickenlines are another strong piece
of evidence which supports flexural slip as a folding mechanism in the study area. It is
unknown the depth at which the rocks in the study area were at during the Laramide
Orogeny, but it can be assumed these rocks were not at the depth to be folded by flexural

Figure 56. Flexural slip illustration highlighting the slip of layers in a system
with a high ductility contrast (Hatcher, 1995).
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flow since there are no metamorphic rocks in the immediate study area as well as the Big
Bend region.
Another likely cause of intense folding in the lower Ernst Member is frictional
resistance between the easily deformed, thin, shaley layers of the Ernst unit, and the
massive, non-yielding Buda Formation below it. Most of the significant folding in the
Ernst unit is within about 20 feet of the contact.

Fault Propagation Folding/ Trishear deformation
Within the study area, several places in the folded Boquillas have small scale
thrust faults that cut through layers. The thrust faults in the Boquillas Formation
sometimes create fault propagation folds, and possibly trishear deformation. Trishear
deformation is related to fault bend folds, which refers to the deformation directly in front
of a propagating blind thrust (Erslev, 1991; Suppe, 1985). Tri-shear was introduced by
Erslev in 1991 as an alternative theory to fault bend folding.
Erslev noticed that thrust faults typically form a triangular zone of deformation or
trishear in front of the fault tip. This theory differs from typical kink fault bend folding by
being able to create footwall synclines (Erslev, 1991). Erslev also noted that flexural slip
can alter expected geometries and strains by allowing beds that are undergoing shortening
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in the synclines to slip into the anticline. An illustration of the mechanics of trishear is
given in (fig. 57) which shows flat lying beds before and after fault slip.

Figure 57. Schematic diagram of horizontal beds before and after fault slip in a tri-shear
deformation model. This model highlights the tri-shear zone that will be deformed during
and after fault slip (modified from Bump, 2003).

When examining the folds in the study area, especially near the Tinaja, there are
several examples of thrust faults that are below or behind small scale folds on the canyon
walls, such as seen in figure. 58, which shows a small scale thrust fault of a competent
limestone layer between incompetent shale layers. As part of the limestone layer was
thrust into the overlying shale units, anticlinal folding is observed in front of the fault tip
in the hanging wall, and synclinal folding is seen above the footwall in an area where the
thrust has not reached. This may be an example of trishear deformation, with a lower
ramp angle and a trishear configuration similar to that described by Erslev, 1991.
Using Richard Allmendinger’s FaultFoldForward program aided in modeling the
trishear features found in the study area. Figure. 59, shows a before and after faulting
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Figure 58. (Top) Picture of thrust faulted trishear
deformation in Ernst Tinaja within the Ernst Member of the
Boquillas Formation. (Bottom) Interpreted picture of thrust
faulted trishear deformation, with black lines representing
the fault ramp and outlining the trishear zone. Location E14.
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time slice of horizontal layers and deformed layers. The modeling software allowed the
manipulation of the fault ramp angle, propagation to slip, total slip, and the trishear zone
angle. The trishear features in the study area are all at lower angles than what Erslev used
while proposing the first evidence for the trishear method (the lowest angle Erslev used
was 30°). Ramp and trishear zone angles were 15° as see in (figs. 58, and fig. 59), in
order to attempt a recreation of the trishear features. The model is not a perfect fit, but it
gives useful insights into the kinematics of the fault propagation folds in the study area.

Transpression and Transtension
The two main tectonic events which most directly influenced the study area were
the Late Cretaceous Laramide Orogeny and Basin and Range extension. The Laramide
Orogeny produced large regional folds and monoclines through basement thrust faults in
Big Bend. It was a compressional event with an average compression direction of
approximately N70°E (which may vary at least to N58°E). Later in the Cenozoic, the
Basin and Range event produced steep normal faults, often in the form of horsts and
grabens, and is largely defined in the Basin and Range Province as a series of uplifted
mountain ranges and dropped down basins.
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Figure 59. Time lapse modelling of trishear deformation. (Top) Horizontal
bedding prior to faulting. (Bottom) bedding after faulting and trishear zone
initiation. The ramp and trishear zone angle was set to 15°. Program by
Richard W. Allmendinger.

Strike-slip faulting is not generally considered or mentioned when discussing the
Laramide Orogeny and the Basin and Range events. However, several large strike-slip
faults have been mapped in eastern Big Bend. Many of the strike-slip faults in eastern Big
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Bend cut through massive Cretaceous marine sedimentary units as well as igneous rocks
from Tertiary volcanism.
This study revealed a map scale dextral strike-slip fault in the N-S trending
portion of Ernst Tinaja Canyon. There are also sinistral strike-slip indicators in that
canyon, but a lesser amount. The presence of both sinistral and dextral shear sense
indicators suggests the possible reactivation of strike-slip fault planes during separate
events. There is a right-stepping bend in the strike-slip canyon. Therefore, sinistral
movement on the strike-slip fault would create, a positive flower structure with thrust
faults and uplifted surface topography at the bend. Conversely, dextral movement would
have created a negative flower structure with normal faults at the bend. Investigation of
the area around the bend revealed many normal faults and slickenlines indicating normal
movement, rather than thrusting.
Previous authors who have discussed strike-slip faulting in Big Bend include
Maler (1999), Moustafa (1988) and Cobb and Poth (1980). These authors suggested that
Laramide compression in this area would create primarily sinistral strike-slip faults by a
process called convergent wrenching or transpression, with rotating basement blocks
separated by west-northwest orientated basement faults (Maler, 1990; Moustafa, 1988;
Cobb and Poth, 1980). Dextral strike-slip faults are also found in the eastern Big Bend
region, including the study area. Dextral shear has been interpreted to be a result of Basin
and Range extension by a process called divergent-wrenching or transtension (Moustafa,
1988; Cobb and Poth, 1980; Maler, 1990).
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The theories that were proposed with the Laramide Orogeny producing sinistral
strike-slip faults by transpression and the Basin and Range producing dextral strike-slip
faults by transtension are supported by this study due to the presence of both left and
right lateral slickenlines, with the majority being right lateral. The presence of both shear
directions may indicate that this fault was active during separate tectonic events, such as
the Laramide Orogeny and Basin and Range. The interpreted negative flower structure
would have been created during Basin and Range time.
If the bend in the strike-slip fault plane was present during the Laramide Orogeny,
a positive flower structure would have been produced. No field evidence was found that
supported the presence of a positive flower structure. The upper surfaces of Cuesta
Carlota are heavily weathered and eroded, which may obscure evidence of thrust faults
on top of the ridges, but no evidence of thrust faults were identified in the strike-slip
canyon. If there was a positive flower structure, any evidence of it has either been eroded
away or overprinted by later structures, such as the negative flower structure.
The following lines of evidence suggest that strike-slip faulting in the study area
may have initially been sinistral and originated due to Laramide compression, and that
the fault was then reactivated during Basin and Range extension, but as a dextral strikeslip fault and that a negative flower structure formed at the bend in the strike slip canyon:


There are multiple, steeply dipping, slickensided fault planes in the northsouth trending strike-slip canyon
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The fault planes have numerous horizontal to subhorizontal slickenlines
and chatter marks, the majority of which indicate dextral shear; but minor
amounts suggest sinistral shear.



There are also slickenlines and chatter marks indicating normal fault
movement (consistent with formation of a negative flower structure), but
no chatter marks suggesting thrust faulting (if there were any, they many
have been overprinted by later faulting).

Another possibility concerning the bend in the fault plane and a possible negative
flower structure, is that the normal faults that are found in the canyon may have been
formed during Basin and Range extension but are not related to strike-slip faulting. This
theory would assume that the bend and corkscrew feature in the strike-slip canyon did not
create a negative flower structure. The dextral strike-slip faulting and normal faulting
would still occur during the Basin and Range, but not synchronously.
The field evidence supports the interpretation that a negative flower structure is
present at the bend because the occurrence of normal faulting increases in the proximity
of the bend in the canyon and strike-slip fault plane. In the vicinity of the bend, on either
side of the canyon, fault planes dip in a pattern that suggests a negative flower structure,
such as the west side of the canyon containing normal faults with the hanging wall on the
east side and vice versa for the east side of the canyon.
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Relay Ramps, an Alternative Interpretation
Relay ramps are a structures that are often found within normal fault systems.
They transfer displacement and accommodate. Relay ramps are features found in normal
fault zones or extensional/transtensional settings containing en echelon overstepping
normal faults. Relay ramps (Fossen ,2016; Soliva,2004; McClay,2002; Schlische,2002;
Maler,1990) ( fig. 60) have been discussed and studied by geologists because they are
often encountered in subsurface oil and gas fields and can be a great trapping mechanism
for hydrocarbons (Fossen, 2016; Soliva, 2004).
Relay ramps link separate normal faults together and may be seen as a bend in a
larger normal fault that was once two individual normal faults and form a dipping ramp
between the two normal faults. There are slight differences between transfer zones and
relay ramps, where transfer zones link two individual faults with opposite dip directions,
while relay ramps are defined as linking two normal faults with the same dip direction
(Peacock, 1994). Bedding within a relay ramp will be reoriented to keep continuity
between the two normal fault segments, and the relay ramp will likely be fractured by
oblique or lateral transfer faults which allow for displacement (Peacock, 1994). Relay
ramps are not to be confused with transfer faults as transfer faults link normal faults at a
high angle and have a dominant strike-slip aspect to the linkages of normal faults, while
relay ramps are typically semi-parallel to the normal fault segments (McClay, 2002).
The kinematics of relay ramps are not entirely understood but research has shown
that relay ramps are evolutionary and not all relay ramps identified are at the same stage
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of their evolution (Fossen, 2016; Peacock, 1994). Relay ramps develop in four stages
from two separate normal faults to complete linkage of the normal faults. The first stage
(fig. 60) of the relay ramps development is isolation of the two normal faults separated by
a half graben as the faults have the same dip direction (Fossen, 2016; Soliva, 2004;
Peacock, 1994).

Figure 60. A) Block diagram of two potential overstepping faults with no
displacements or linkage. B) Block diagram of two overstepping faults after
displacement and creation of a relay ramp. C) Cross-section from A-B
parallel to strike of normal fault plane strike. D) Cross section from C-D,
perpendicular to the strike of the normal faults (Peacock, 1994)
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During stage two of the relay ramp development, the two normal faults propagate
towards each other and interact but have not yet connected. In stage 3, fractures which
cut the relay ramp begin to connect to two overstepping fault segments, these fractures
have been termed oblique or lateral transfer faults by Larsen (1988). During stage 3, the
fracturing of the relay ramps is controlled by the amount of bending, twisting (fig. 61)
and effective tension that the relay ramp is experiencing (Fossen, 2016; Soliva, 2004;
Peacock, 1994).
If we examine the overall topography (fig. 62) and structural style of the easternmost canyon which trends approximately N-S, it reflects the overall geometry of a relay
ramp structure as seen in figures 60 and 61. The eastern most ridge along Cuesta Carlota
as a component of beds sloping towards the north, while the western ridge along Cuesta
Carlota increases in elevation towards the north.
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A.

B.
Figure 61. Schematic diagram showing that as continued deformation occurs within the relay
ramp, a component of twisting develops near the center of the relay ramp, which may produce
oblique-slip (modified from Fossen, 2016).
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The geometry of the ridge is similar to diagrams of relay ramp structures (fig. 60,
and fig. 61), and is strong evidence to support a relay ramp interpretation. To be
considered a relay ramp, the two connecting fault planes must have the same direction of
slip. Therefore, in this study area the fault hanging walls would have to be down to the
east. While evidence inside the N-S trending canyon of a hanging wall down to the east is
scarce, it may be implied, when thinking of this area in terms of relay ramps. This study
identified normal fault planes which had the hanging walls down to the west and east in
the N-S trending canyon, which may be faulting from later Basin and Range stresses.
Near the bend in the N-S trending canyon, there were normal fault slickenlines that
displayed both hanging wall down to the east and west, which supplied more evidence for
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Figure 62. Interpreted Google Earth image of the study area focusing on the ridges of Cuesta
Carlota. The horizontal yellow lines represent the strike of the interpreted faults, while the
vertical yellow lines represent the direction of dip along the fault planes. Dashed red lined
and represent the fault locations (Google Earth, 2017).

the presence of a negative flower structure within the N-S trending canyon.
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As deformation continues with the development of the relay ramp, internal
deformation of the relay ramp is accomplished by twisting or torsion of the ramp (Fossen,
2016; Soliva, 2004; Peacock, 1994). Twisting is centralized near the center of the relay
ramp, which in this study is located near the bend in the canyon, where the “corkscrew”
structure (fig. 34) is also located.
In figure 63, two normal faults are represented by thick yellow lines. The fault
segment to the right is the main bounding fault that dropped down Ernst Basin. The fault
segment to the left is a suggested normal fault trending parallel to the N-S canyon
segment. Near the center of the canyon is a circle with arrows showing counter clockwise
rotation. This rotation indicates the direction of twisting of the relay ramp with continued
deformation. This sense of twisting is consistent with the change in fault plane strike
observed in the Corkscrew structure from N30°E to N4°E (fig. 47). Past the corkscrew
structure, horizontal slickenlines resume a north-northwestward strike consistent with
other horizontal slickenlines trends in the study area. The twisting of the relay ramp could
also produce horizontal and oblique slickenlines with continued deformation, which
makes a relay ramp structure an alternative interpretation for the overall structure of the
N-S trending canyon.
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Figure 63. Bird’s eye view of the interpreted relay ramp structure with
thick yellow lines representing the two connecting normal faults. Near the
center of the ramp a yellow circle with arrows indicates counterclockwise
rotation or twisting. This is also the location of the corkscrew structure at
the bend in the canyon (Google Earth, 2017).

Although the N-S trending canyon and bounding cliffs are consistent with the
geometry of a relay ramp, some questions still remain. Relay ramp hanging walls must be
down to the same direction, mapping in this area did not find slickenlines along the
western Cuesta Carlota ridge that support the interpretation that the hanging wall is down
to the east like the large basin bounding fault along the eastern cliff. A possible
explanation for this could be that the fault plane has been eroded and is a fault line scarp.
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Also, could the twisting of the relay ramp during deformation produce perfectly
horizontal slickenlines throughout the entire canyon? For example, a large face of
horizontal slicks seen along the large fault plane in figure 31. with only horizontal
slickenlines at the nexus of the two trending canyon, as well as horizontal slickenlines
found just past the entrance to the Ernst Basin to the east and the N-S trending canyon.
Other horizontal slickenlines have also been identified in the study area that are not
directly related to the relay ramp structure such as the horizontal slickenlines and the twofoot-thick breccia zone along the faults that cut directly through the Tinaja (fig. 35).
Another uncertainty concerning the relay ramp interpretation is that in the N-S
trending canyon, no prominent oblique slickenlines were identified. With increased
internal deformation of the relay ramp, oblique slip is likely to develop. With the
observations supporting and challenging relay ramps and strike-slip faulting in Ernst
Tinaja Canyon, we are able to make various interpretations upon the N-S trending
canyon.

Interpretations
The following interpretations are based on the data collected during field studies
for this project and observations of overall structures in the study area. Three
interpretations were made regarding the N-S trending canyon. A preliminary
interpretation, based on the presence of numerous horizontal slickenlines, is that a dextral
strike-slip fault and associated negative flower structure are the dominant structures in the
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canyon. This interpretation also postulates that a strike-slip fault was initially activated
during the Laramide Orogeny and later reactivated during the Basin and Range.
The second interpretation is that was the dominant structure in the N-S trending
canyon is a relay ramp connecting two en-echelon normal faults, part of the large number
of en-echelon normal faults system in the Sierra Del Carmen Mountains. This
interpretation postulates that the dominant structure in the canyon is not a strike-slip fault,
and that horizontal slickenlines were created during internal deformation of a late-stage
relay ramp. Few uncertainties can be made about this interpretation, such as the absence
of oblique faults or oblique slickenlines in the canyon, as well as the fact that there are
other horizontal slickenlines that are probably not directly related to the relay ramp
structure. The horizontal slickenlines on the faults that cut though the Tinaja (figs.34 and
35) are a good example of strike-slip slickenlines not directly associated with obvious
relay ramp geometries.
Lastly, a combination of the two previous interpretations serves as the third
interpretation (fig. 64) of the N-S trending canyon. Slickenlines and chatter marks
indicating left-lateral offset within the N-S trending canyon, though less in abundance
than right-lateral slickenlines, are also present. These indicators suggest that a left-lateral
strike-slip fault may have been created during Laramide compression as a result of
transpression and fault block rotation. The next major tectonic forces to interact with the
faulting in the region was Basin and Range extension, which created the en-echelon
normal fault system in the Sierra Del Carmen Mountains in eastern Big
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A)

B)

Figure 64.Time slice images highlighting prominent structures which were created
during specific tectonic events. A) A left-lateral strike-slip faulting during the
Laramide orogeny would be created. B) Later during the Basin and Range normal
faulting and development of a relay ramp and corkscrew feature would develop.
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C)

Figure 64 cont. C) A Later Basin and Range pulse of right-lateral strike-slip faulting
would reactivate the Laramide strike-slip faults with a dextral shear movement.
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Bend. As the normal fault system was initiated and dissected the uplifted Cretaceous
strata, normal faults became more prominent in the region, relay ramp began to develop
connecting the en-echelon normal faults. The development and internal deformation of
the relay ramp produced a “corkscrew” structure where the strike of fault planes changed
from north-northwestward to N30°E-N4°E. A later pulse of extension may have
reactivated the main originally left-lateral, strike-slip fault and created right-lateral strikeslip movement. Due to rotation and internal deformation of the relay ramp, a “corkscrew”
structure found at a bend along the strike-slip fault plane. As dextral shear continued the
bend created by rotational deformation of the relay ramp, caused a small zone of
extension to form between slices of the strike-slip fault, which is the location of the
interpreted negative flower structure. In this interpretation, right-lateral strike-slip
faulting was the most recent movement along faults in the study area.
An example supporting the reactivation of faults (as stated in the previous
interpretation), are the vertical faults which cut the Ernst Tinaja in the east-west segment
of the canyon. These faults have only a few feet of vertical displacement. Adjacent to the
faults are two-feet-thick breccia zones. It is unusual for a fault with only 1-2 feet of
displacement to create a breccia zone so thick. Examining the edges of the breccia zones,
numerous horizontal right-lateral slickenlines can be seen. This may suggest that normal
faulting occurred first as there are no vertical slickenlines on the fault plane. The
horizontal slickenlines may have overprinted any vertical slickenlines created during
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normal faulting along the fault planes. A slight uncertainty concerning this interpretation
could be that the fault which cut the Tinaja are vertical, without a clear hanging and
footwall. This could lead to the interpretation that strike-slip faulting occurred first,
created the thick breccia zone, and vertical displacement occurred after strike-slip
faulting.
The author believes the third interpretation to be most accurate interpretation
based on the data collected in the field as well as observations made along the Cuesta
Carlota ridge and venturing into the Ernst Basin for views of Cuesta Carlota looking
west.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
Conclusions
The main objectives of this study were to determine the origin,
chronology, mechanisms and kinematics of folds in the Boquillas Formation, as well as
to describe the numerous faults in the study area and understand how the most notable
deformation events affected the study area and its relation to the larger scale structure of
eastern Big Bend.
Field mapping and structural analyses of the area revealed several unmapped
structures. Most notably, this study identified a dextral strike-slip fault within the N-S
trending part of Ernst Canyon and a related negative flower structure at a bend in the
strike-slip fault. Field observations also suggest the presence of a relay ramp along the
eastern cliff of Cuesta Carlota. Evidence of both dextral and sinistral shear on the fault
plane was identified, which may suggest reactivation of the fault plane during separate
tectonic events. Previous workers have suggested that the Laramide Orogeny produced
sinistral strike-slip faults due to transpression or convergent wrenching, and Basin and
Range extension produced dextral strike-slip faults due to transtension, or divergent
wrenching. Laramide strike-slip faults were likely susceptible to reactivation and may
have been overprinted with Basin and Range shear.
Small scale folding in the study area was found only within the interbedded
limestone and shale of the lower Boquillas Formation and was a result of the Laramide
Orogeny. There are numerous bedding plane to near bedding plane faults with slickenlines
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identified within the Boquillas Formation that suggest that flexural slip was the main
mechanism of folding in the study area. Many of the small thrust faults identified in the
lower Boquillas Formation, have associated fault propagation folds/trishear deformation.
Three interpretations concerning development of the structures in the N-S
trending canyon were made based on field data and observations. Three interpretations
discuss how the study area relates to the regional structural geology of the Sierra Del
Carmen Mountains in eastern Big Bend National Park, and what major tectonic events
created certain features in the study area.
The first interpretation stated that the main structure in the N-S trending canyon is
a dextral strike-slip fault with a local negative flower structure near the center of the
canyon. It was further interpreted that this fault originated during the Laramide Orogeny
and was reactivated during Basin and Range extension.
The second interpretation was that in the study area a relay ramp formed on the
eastern cliff of Cuesta Carlota. Internal deformation of the relay ramp produced a
“corkscrew” structure as well as the horizontal slickenlines within the N-S trending
canyon. This interpretation implies that there is no strike-slip fault in this canyon, and
that the horizontal slickenlines in the canyon are the result of twisting of the relay ramp.
Lastly, a third interpretation (fig. 64), which encompass parts of the previous two
interpretations. This interpretation states that a left lateral strike-slip fault was initiated
during the Laramide Orogeny. Later Basin and Range extension created numerous enechelon normal faults in the Sierra Del Carmen Mountains. The en-echelon normal faults
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would then begin to connect via relay ramps such as the eastern cliff of Cuesta Carlota.
Internal deformation and twisting, while the relay ramp became a late stage ramp,
produced the “corkscrew” feature. Later stresses from the Basin and Range would
reactivate the Laramide strike-slip fault. The “corkscrew” feature would act as a bend in
the fault plane creating a wedge of extension which would produce a negative flower
structure. This interpretation states that right lateral strike-slip faulting was the most recent
fault movement in the study area.

Future studies
Future studies in the area include continued mapping around the Ernst Tinaja
Study area east, north and south. Continued mapping east may help constrain the regional
geology of Ernst Basin and can help support the presence of a strike-slip fault bounded
drop-down graben as well as support or refute to the work done by Moustafa in 1988.
Northward mapping could help constrain the possible continuation of the strike-slip fault
found in the Ernst Tinaja Canyon and add to knowledge of the structural geology of the
Sierra Del Carmen Mountains. Southward mapping may reveal the presence of a
southward continuation of the strike-slip fault which appears to terminate abruptly at the
nexus of the east-west and north-south trending sections of the Ernst Tinaja canyon.
Another future study would be to determine how much the rocks in the study area
have been shortened during folding and to look for possible zones of accommodation
caused by shortening associated with the Laramide Orogeny. Possible accommodation
features in this study area include, the series of back thrusts observed in the Boquillas
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Formation, fold zones instead of continuously folded horizons (which may decrease
overall shortening), and the possibility of the Boquillas acting as a sliding surface along
the Buda.
Additional future work would be a detailed geochemical analysis of the
liesegange banding found between the Buda and Santa Elena formations. Techniques
such as x-ray spectroscopy may be helpful in determining its composition as well as
provide detailed information on how the liesegange banding formed. Perhaps, there are
marker minerals that can relate it to the volcanism that is prevalent west of the study area.
This analysis may also may give more insights on how liesegange banding is formed.
Calcite twinning strain analysis would also be very insightful in this region as it
has only been done once in the Sierra Del Carmens by Moustafa in 1988. This technique
may provide additional values for the principle compressional direction of the Laramide
Orogeny in the Big Bend region. This knowledge could correlate with values from
Moustafa’s 1988 study, and could be useful for interpreting the genesis and mechanics of
structures in the Sierra Del Carmen Mountains.
Mapping of the steep cliffs with the aid of rock climbing equipment within the
canyon may also help in determining how much internal deformation the relay ramp
experienced as well as enable measurements of fault planes which were out of reach
during this study.
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Appendices

Appendix A
Appendix A Key:






Stop=Field locations
Unit=Geologic units
o Kbo= Boquillas Formation
o Kbu Buda Formation
o Kdr= Del Rio Formation
o Kse=Santa Elena Formation
Sₒ- bedding= strike and dip of bedding
Fault type= type of fault observed (if present) at location

Stop

Unit

Sₒ- bedding

E1

Kbo

E2

Kbo

N35W, 36
SW
N24W, 30SW

E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
E11
E12

Kbo

N42W, 21 Sw

Kse
Kse

Kbu

Fault
type

Fault planes
measurement

Slickenlines
Plunge and
trend

flexural slip

N15W, 42Sw
on East side,
N45E , 17 SE
on west side

39⁰ N88W on
east side 11⁰
N80E on
West side

flexural slip

N19W, 34Sw

1⁰ N64E

N24E, 69 SE

87⁰ S25E
0⁰ N24E

strike-slip

n58w,9ne
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E13
E14
E15
E16

Kse

n20w,13ne

Kse

E17

Kbu

N25W, 16
SW
N16W 16 SW
and N21W
20SW

reverse

N23W 82NE

89, N86E

N26W, 50Sw

normal

N66W, 30NE

17⁰, S85W
2⁰, N77W ,
11⁰, S80W

flexural slip

N20W, 22SW

normal

N10W, 80NE

E18
E19

E20
E21
E22
E23
E24

Kbo
Kbo
Kbo

Kbu

E25
E26
E27

Kdr
Kse

E28
E29
E30
E31

Kbo

E32

Kbu

E33
E34
E35

Kbu

Kbo

Kbo
Kbo
Kbo

Kbo

N28W, 14SW
N20W, 23SW
N23W,35SW
and N20W,
16SW-Kbo
n40W, 34SW
and
N28W,27SWKbu
N13W, 26Sw
N22W, 21
10SW
N23W, 21SW
N25W, 12Sw
N30W, 25SW
N24W, 26Sw
N30W, 33Sw
N24W, 26Sw
N20W, 30sw
N20W, 85SW
N25W, 26Sw
N14W, 24Sw
N8E, 20NW
N50W, 19SW
N40W, 21Sw
n16w, 25sw
N11W, 31Sw
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E36
E37

Kbu

E38

Kse

E39
E40
E41
E42
E43
E44
E45
E46
E47

Kse

E48
E49
E50
E51
E52
E53
E54
E55

Kse, Kbu

Kse
Kbo
Kbo
Kbo
Kbo
Kbo

Kbo
Kbo
Kbu

N0, 30W
N27W,16SW
N14W, 18SW
N45W, 19SW
N14W,13Sw
N13W, 52NE
N20W,
31SW,
N24W,
28SW,
N30W, 37SW

strike-slip

N12W,16SW

32° S84W

normal

N35W, 79NE

79⁰, N67E

strike-slip
strike-slip

N2E, 65NW
N9E, 85Nw ,
N5E, 65Nw

2⁰, S2W
13⁰ N9E, 9⁰
N8W

N22W, 43SW
N14W, 45SW
N25W, 16Sw
N55W, 25Sw

E56

Kbu

E57
E58
E59

Kbu
Kbo

E60

E61
E62

N23W, 24SW
N15W,
22SW-Kse,
N26W, 34SW
N16W, 18Sw,
N50W, 65Sw,
N31W, 14Sw
N25W, 13Sw

Kbu
Kbu

N20W, 24
SW, N1W,
16SW
N30W, 27Sw
N3W, 17W
N40W,17Sw,
N7W, 7Sw,
N77W, 33SW
N10W, 16SwKbo N16W,
16sw-Kbu
N15W, 16Sw
N40W, 11NE
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E63

N28W, 30NE, N50W,
35NE-Kbu,
N40W, 37NEKbo

E64
E65
E66
E67
E68

strike-slip

N2E, 90

3⁰, S3W

strike-slip

N40E, 84SE

E69

strike-slip

N38W, 82NE,
N5w, 77SW

3⁰,S36W,
6,n40w
9⁰,N38W

E70
E71
E72

strike-slip

E73

strike-slip

N5W, 90,
N5W, 60SW
N5E, 84NW
N20W, 16SW

E74
E75

N4E, 65NW

E76
E77

E78
E79
E80

E81

kse

N51E, 25NW

kbo

N20W, 22SW

normal

N5W, 87SW,
N20W, 84SW

normal

AN30E,62NW
BN10E,49NE,
N9E, 56Nw,
C- N4E,
51NW, DN13E, 65Nw

Horizontal
10⁰ S12W
8⁰ N4E
87, S77W,
45⁰N46W

24 N16W
strike-slip

normal
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N20W, 90/
N15W,
75NE/N17W,
80ne/N24W,
85Sw/N21W,
82SW/N15W,
17sw/
N10W,
74Ne/
N16W,

E82

E83
E84
E85
E86
E87
E88
E89
E90
E91
E92

E93

E93a
E94
E95
E96
E97
E98
E99
E100
E101
E102
E103
E104
E105

kbu

kbu
Kse
Kse
Kbu

Kbo
Kbo

Kse

kbo
kbo
kbo

normal

N21W, 17sw
N25W, 19Sw
N17W, 19Sw
N20W, 18Sw
N33W, 23Sw
N28W, 35Sw
N13W,
20Sw/
N23W, 44Sw
N40W,
18Sw/N40W,
23Sw/ N85w,
17Sw/
N53W,
23Sw/N23W,
10SW/
N15W, 14Sw
N16W, 21Sw
N10W, 23sw

kbo
kbo
Kbu

‘Kse
kse
kse

thrust

n10w, 8sw
n5w, 44sw

thrust
normal

N5W, 54swt
N25W, 72SW

normal

N10W, 90

8, S80W/ 44,
S85W

N25W, 25SW
N20W, 48s,
N5W,15Sw
N14W, 12Ne,
N25E, 14NW
N20E, 14NW

kse

kbo

42Ne/
N25W,
71Ne/N32W,
62Ne
N20W,74Sw/ 74,S75W/73,
N20W,73SW/ s63W/53,
N5W,58NE/
N80E

n23w,22sw
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86, N10W -87, N2W,

E106
E107
E108
E109

kbo
kbo
kbo
kbo

n26w,24sw
n29w, 28sw

E110

kbo

n43w, 29sw

E111
E112

kbo
kbo

E113
E114

kse

n30w, 62sw
n25w,
17sw,,,n19w,
58sw,,,n18w,
64ne
n35W, 25sw

E115
E116

n15w, 36sw

look on pg 22
for corkscrew
s0

thrust, but
from flexural
slip
thrust, but
from flexural
slip

n8w, 49sw

49, n83w

n35w,35sw

35, s66w

thrust

n6e,48se

49, n86e

strike-slip

n10w, 90
n40w, 90

38, s15e

normal
normal

n45w, 43sw

E117

normal

n16w,76sw,n
89w,76ne,n1
0w, 85sw

E118
E119
E120
E121
E122
E123

strike-slip
normal
normal/strike
normal
normal
ss and
normal

N2E, 90
n10w, 44sw
n23w, 90
n15w.90
n16w,90
h slicks=
N0,68E
/vertical slks
n2w, 87 sw
n30w, 90
n34w,38sw
n24w, 55sw
n15w, 85sw

E124
E125
E126
E127

kbu
kbo

n30w, 45sw

kbo

n38w, 41sw

normal
thrust
thrust
normal

136

vertical
40, s83w

84, w, b+p of
last
s0slicks,,,55,s
15e, 18,
s15e, 33,
s10e, 35,
s11e
5,n5e
44, s75w
90, s65w

24, n88w
65,s64w

E128

normal

E129

kbo

n24w,26sw

E130
E131

kbo

n45w, 75sw

thrust and
normal
normal

137

n20w, 71sw
m n5w, 60sw
n23w, 52sw

n35w~n40w,
90-85ne

65,n72w
59, s85w

Appendix B
Appendix B compiles fold data taken during the course of this study.
Appendix B Key











Fold #= Field location of fold
Sap=strike and dip of fold axial plane
B+P= Bearing and Plunge of folds
Sel= strike and dip of east limb of fold
Swl= strike and dip of west limb of fold
WL= wave length of fold
Inter angle= Interlimb angle
Amp= amplitude of fold
Tot. Height= total height
Fleuty Fold= Fleuty Fold classification

Fold #

Sap

B+P

Sel

Swl

E14

N24W,
84SW

7,
N33W

L:
N24W
32SW
H:N35
W,
21SW
L:N35
W,
36NE
H:N5W
, 54NE
N25W,
57 SW

N5W ,
47NE

E14

E14

N11W,
78SW

N12W,
80NE

15,
S5E

17,
S20E

Inter
angle
(deg)
110

WL
(ft.)

Amp
(ft.)

8

Tot.
Height
(ft.)
15

Fleuty
Fold
Upright

Horizon
tal
Syncline

N24W,
60SW

73

8

1.50

18

Steeply
Inclined

Gently
plunging
Anticline

N18W,
50NE

60

6

1.30

13

Steeply
Inclined

Gently
plunging
Syncline

E14

N30W,
69SW

18,
S5W

N15W,
62 NE

N25W,
45SW

40

2.5

1.50

10

Steeply
Inclined

Gently
plunging
Anticline

E14

N23W,
77SW

11,S9E

N15W,
52SW

N23W,
83NE

30
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5

0.83

5.5

Steeply
Incllined

Gently

E14

N15W,
57SW

15,
N15W

N15W,
76NE

N9W,
35SW

30

7

0.83

8

plunging
Syncline
Moderat
ely

Inclined
Gently

E14

N11E,8
6SE

17,
N15E

N1W,5
7NE

N3E,
40SE

80

5

0.66

7

plunging
anticline
Upright
Gently
plunging
Syncline

E14

N12W,
82NE

0,
N5W

N10W,
32NE

N12W,
26 SW

100

7

0.67

7.75

Upright

N5W,
88SW

12,
S4W

N2W,
26NE

N40W,
36SW

110

E14

Horizontal

Anticline

7.5

0.67

11

Upright

Gently

E14

N16W,
79SW

25,
S3E

N25W,
26SW

N22E,
38SE

120

14

0.46

9

E14

N10W,
79NE

2,
N10E

N,
45W

N3E,14
SE

45

14

0.58

8

N15W,
86SW

1, S5E

N6W,
58NE

N26W,
33SW

40

N15W,
70NE

18,
S16E

N15W,
76SW

N1E,
46SE

30

plunging
Anticline
Steeply
inclined
Gently
plunging
Syncline

Steeply
Inclined
Horizontal

Syncline

E14
E14

3

0.75

12

Upright
Horizontal

Anticline

8.5

0.67

na

Steeply
Inclined

Gently
plunging
Syncline

E14

N7W,
75NE

12,
S22E

N5W,
37NE

N2W,
37NE

35

3

1.00

16

Steeply
Inclined

Gently
E14

N23W,
75NE

27,
S25E

N30W,
72SW

N15W,
40NE

115

8.5

1.50

9

E14

N14W,
45NE

6,
S23E

N18W,
10SW

N23W,
10SW

95

15

0.25

12

plunging
Anticline
Steeply
Inclined
Gently
plunging
Syncline

Modera
tely
Inclined

Horizo
ntal
Anticline

139

E14

N17E,
68SE

5,
S14W

N21W,
12SW

N25W,
35SW

H160,
L120

15

H, 5, L,
2

14

E14

N5W,
69 NE

0, N

N10W,
44SW

N2E,
18 SE

110

12.5

10.00

16

Steeply

Inclined
Horizon
tal
Anticline

Steeply
Inclined

Horizo
nal
Syncline

e60
e60
e63
e82
e90

N36W,
90
N15w,
90
N25w,
90
n23e,
54se
n30w,
90

15,n,3
6w
0,n15
w
11,n25
w
14,n5e
12,s24
e

n29w,
33ne
NA

n18w,
28sw
NA

115

n20w,
50ne
n7e,79
nw
n34w,
28ne

n26e,2
7nw
n24e,4
3se
n40w,
34sw

125

100

60
75
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